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For more than 30 years, arts education has struggled to maintain space and time in publicly funded education in the United States for children in kindergarten through grade 12. In the nation’s urban centers, reductions in state and local budgets in the 1970s and 1980s led to diminished arts programming in favor of maintaining other subjects. More recently, government-legislated accountability based on mathematics and reading test scores has shifted attention to these subjects, to the detriment of other elements of the curriculum.

Despite these trends, some urban communities have not given up the struggle to preserve arts education, and have sought to improve children’s access to quality arts learning experiences through collaboration and coordination among the different providers and influencers of arts education. This report examines efforts by six communities to improve arts education provision in their regions through collaborative means. Concrete examples are given to answer why and how these efforts have unfolded and to document the associated challenges.

The audience for this report consists of persons interested in improving arts education in urban U.S. centers. As such, it includes leaders in public school districts, mayoral offices, foundations, community-based providers of arts learning activities, out-of-school-time providers of such activities, and cultural centers; it also includes teachers and artists. Federal and state arts and education policymakers may also find the report of interest.

This study was conducted by RAND Education, a unit of the RAND Corporation. The work was commissioned by The Wallace Foundation, which seeks to support and share effective ideas and practices that expand learning and enrichment opportunities for all people. The foundation’s three current objectives are to strengthen education leadership to improve student achievement, to improve after-school learning opportunities, and to build appreciation and demand for the arts.

The Wallace Foundation has funded a separate study to examine reputedly high-quality arts education programs to understand what “quality arts learning” means to those who provide the programs and how they achieve and sustain it. That study is being undertaken by Harvard’s Project Zero under the leadership of Steven Seidel.
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Arts education has been a low priority in the nation’s public schools for more than 30 years. Reports from the late 1970s and 1980s reveal that students received little arts instruction at any grade level, and that what they did receive was typically casual and spotty. Severe fiscal crises in America’s urban centers in those years exacerbated the situation as schools responded by cutting teaching positions, particularly those considered to be outside core subject areas. More recently, the arts have had difficulty keeping even a tenuous foothold in many urban schools because of general education reforms, such as the No Child Left Behind Act, that hold schools accountable for standardized test scores in mathematics and reading. In addition, site-based management, designed to boost academic achievement by giving principals ultimate authority over school curriculum, has in some cases created a formidable obstacle to increasing access to arts education in urban school districts.

In some urban centers, a countermovement to this dwindling presence of arts education in the schools has developed in the form of initiatives aimed at coordinating schools, cultural institutions, community-based organizations, foundations, and/or government agencies to promote access to arts learning for children in and outside of school. Our study examined this phenomenon in six metropolitan areas across the nation. The evidence we gathered about these communities’ coordinated arts learning efforts shows some signs of progress but is also cautionary. In light of the historical factors that have impeded access to arts learning in the past, it is apparent that the efforts we investigated are, generally speaking, fragile. To succeed in the long run, such efforts must have committed and sustained leadership, sufficient resources, and a policy context that allows them to survive.

Purpose and Approach

The purpose of our research, which was sponsored by The Wallace Foundation, was to analyze how local arts education initiatives across multiple organizations were started, how they evolved, what kinds of organizations became involved, what conditions fostered or impeded coordination among those organizations, and what strategies were
developed to improve both access to and quality of arts education in the communities. In other words, our purpose was not to evaluate the success of these initiatives, but to descriptively and comparatively analyze their formation and evolution. We also analyzed historical trends in arts education over the past few decades to understand the conditions motivating these initiatives.

Our approach involved several steps. First, we reviewed the relevant literature and conducted extended interviews with nationally recognized experts on arts education to improve our understanding of the prevailing issues in the field and to gather recommendations on which sites were the most promising for study. This process helped us select six sites that reportedly were actively engaged in developing complex local arts education networks: Alameda County (which includes the cities of Oakland and Berkeley) in Northern California, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles County, and New York City.

At the same time, we identified major attributes of effective systems by drawing from the literature in various fields: systems development, coordinated delivery systems in the social services, and partnerships in delivering arts education. This step helped us build our interview protocols and analyze our findings.

Finally, we performed a comparative case-study analysis based on site visits, a document review, and interviews with about 120 participants across the six sites.

Motivation for Change

Because of the pervasive neglect of arts education in the kindergarten through grade 12 (K–12) public school system, most children are given only a smattering of arts instruction, and some are given none at all. Access to arts education, which is rarely documented, appears to be highly uneven. Surveys conducted in the sites we studied revealed striking inequities: While some schools had an established record of exceptional courses in the arts, other schools had few offerings or none.

Over the years, the difficulty of garnering policy support and resources for arts education in the schools brought outside providers of arts learning opportunities into the picture. Cultural organizations began offering more arts education programs to children, and, more recently, two other types of providers have proliferated: out-of-school-time (OST) organizations (such as city departments of parks and recreation and YMCAs) and community-based organizations (such as Young Audiences, the nationwide nonprofit founded to connect professional artists with students and teachers in schools). Beyond these organizations are a host of others, which we call influencers, that have taken steps to promote more arts learning: private foundations and business leaders, state and local arts agencies and city cultural affairs offices, and higher education institutions that prepare classroom teachers and arts specialists and offer professional
development in arts education. This proliferation of players has created a highly complex arts education ecology.

It is against this background that some communities have committed to building a coordinated network of providers and influencers to revive arts learning. The leaders of these coordinated efforts believe that by combining forces to accomplish a shared goal, they will not only gain greater leverage against the prevailing trends in arts education, but will also be more-effective advocates for the arts and command more resources for providing more and better arts education to children.

Patterns

Four patterns can be used to describe how community leaders in our six case-study sites approached the issue of arts education, located arts education within the community, coordinated and involved other organizations, and progressed toward their goals:

**The Alameda County and Los Angeles County sites** focused on expanding school-based arts education. In both cases, county offices (through the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership in Alameda County and Arts for All in Los Angeles County) played the lead in network building. Stakeholder participation was highly diverse, and numerous school districts joined with cultural institutions and community-based organizations, as well as with influencers in government, higher education, philanthropy, and business, in well-established efforts.

**The Boston site** focused on increasing the access of at-risk youth to OST programs, a few of which were arts based. Coordination, which was just emerging at the time of our study, was among the mayor’s office, local foundations, business leaders, and a public-private partnership called Boston After School and Beyond.

**The Chicago and New York City sites** focused on changing policy at the district level to facilitate sequential arts education in the schools during the school day. Coordination was primarily led by the citywide school district office and did not heavily involve the many other possible participants in the city as equal partners in expanding access to arts education. Multi-organization coordination outside of routine contractual relationships was thus nascent in these two sites.

**The Dallas site** focused on improving access to both in-school and OST arts learning programs. Coordination developed through the initiative of a community-based organization, Young Audiences of North Texas. In 1997, ArtsPartners, an outgrowth of Young Audiences, was created as a public-private partnership to provide integrated arts learning to all elementary students in the Dallas Independent School District with funding from the city, district, and private donors. In 2004, this organization was reorganized, expanded, and renamed Big Thought. Focusing at the elementary level, it successfully expanded access across all schools and began offering programs to families in several neighborhoods throughout the city.
Common Strategies

We found that despite the differences in their coordination efforts, the six sites used many of the same strategies to improve access to arts education:

- **Conducting audits of arts education.** Five sites had conducted surveys to benchmark the state of arts education in the schools. In all cases, the surveys illustrated profound inequities that helped galvanize support for the initiatives.

- **Setting a goal of access for all.** Five sites had set this goal. Some, however (for example, Dallas), had chosen to support access for all but to initially focus on elementary school children. Their argument was that as these children moved up through the system, they and their families would become the best advocates for arts education improvements in the higher grades. The Boston site focused on out-of-school-provision for at-risk children.

- **Strategic planning.** Five of the sites were in the midst of strategic planning efforts, often funded by foundations.

- **Constructing a case.** Three sites had spent considerable time developing arguments about the benefits of arts education in order to attract organizations into their collaborative and reach out to the public. One had hired a professional case-making firm for this purpose.

- **Attracting and leveraging resources.** Five sites had developed innovative approaches to funding that included leveraging and pooling funds. For example, in Dallas, Big Thought successfully leveraged funding from local and national sources. In Chicago, 17 local foundations and individuals joined together to fund half the salary for three years of a new position for a fine arts advocate for the school district. And in Los Angeles, Arts for All created a pooled fund. Each year, ten to 15 organizations contributed to the pool, and contributors sat on a board that met quarterly to determine how to spend the money. The sixth site, New York City, took a more traditional route to funding by relying on government money. When a policy shift toward site-based management later caused categorical arts funding to go away, their coordination efforts were inhibited.

- **Hiring an arts education coordinator highly placed within the school district administration.** All six sites had or were urging placement of an arts education coordinator in the school systems’ central offices to advocate for the arts and secure a place for them in the district’s core curriculum. Moreover, rather than hiring a teacher to perform as the coordinator part time (a more traditional approach), each site either already had or was advocating for hiring a senior, full-time person for the arts leadership role within the district.

- **Building individual and organizational capacity.** A key strategy of all six sites was to build the capacity of arts teachers, regular classroom teachers, and teaching artists...
to deliver high-quality arts learning, and to develop principals and other administrators capable of planning and supporting such learning in their organizations.

- **Advocating.** Because of the extensive forces aligned against them, all six sites had been or were advocating for arts education on multiple fronts: with superintendents, principals, teachers, and OST coordinators on one hand; with parents and local and state policymakers on the other. Some sites also had been or were working closely with formal advocacy organizations that track local school-district elections and/or urge increased state funding for arts education.

  All six sites focused more on expanding access to arts learning than on improving the quality of arts learning activities. However, all of them took a number of steps to improve quality—for example,

  - requiring that curriculum be aligned with state arts standards
  - developing curriculum frameworks and arts assessment tools
  - qualifying programs offered by providers outside the schools
  - putting in place peer modeling, review, and ranking.

**Factors That Foster and Impede Coordination**

In addition to common strategies, we identified specific factors that foster coordination and that impede it. In the early stages of the coordination effort, the fostering factors are convening key stakeholders to build support, overcoming ideological differences, identifying local leadership talent, and laying the groundwork for subsequent coordination. Initial seed funding for collaboration is another factor considered important for getting community-wide efforts off the ground. Once the effort is further along, the important fostering factors are acquiring sustained funding, convening and joint planning, and engaging in a process of evaluation, feedback, and improvement to ensure advancement toward goals. But perhaps the most important factor in building and maintaining the effort is effective leadership—that is, leaders that are capable, inclusive in style, and stable over time.

The finding that effective leadership is so crucial is not at all surprising: The obstacles to achieving the set goals and the difficulties of coordinating many partners are enormous. The sites found to have made the most progress were those whose leaders were capable (offered legitimate leadership to the effort), inclusive in style (desirous of including diverse organizations), and stable (dedicated to the mission, committed to staying the course). Typical of these leaders was that they did not just welcome diverse stakeholders to the table, they deliberately recruited them.
The factors that impede coordination are largely mirror images of those that foster coordination. They include lack of resources for collaboration, turnover of key leaders, and policies and incentives that prioritize other subjects.

**Potential of Coordinated Networks**

The struggle to more fully and richly infuse the arts into children’s learning experiences involves daunting challenges, such as finding time and space for arts instruction in children’s day; securing the support of parents, teachers, principals, funders, policymakers, and others for arts learning; providing professional training in the face of routine turnovers of staff and leaders in public and community-based organizations; dealing with the persistent scarcity of resources; and replacing general policies that continue to marginalize the arts. And despite best efforts, some involved in this struggle have seen progress made over a period of years disappear, wiped out by an abrupt shift in local political leadership or education policy.

Yet even the difficulty of the struggle and the preponderance of setbacks did not keep the coordinated efforts in some of our sites from emerging as a powerful way to change a community’s perceptions of the value of arts learning and to strengthen its commitment to extending arts learning to all children. Rather than individually pursuing improved provision of arts learning for children, those who participated in these initiatives worked together as one dedicated crew. Certainly, a policy shift toward better support of arts education would be a welcome aid in the struggle, lessening its difficulty. But until that shift occurs, coordinated efforts across multiple organizations show promise for making a decided impact.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASB</td>
<td>Boston After School and Beyond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAE</td>
<td>Center for Arts Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPE</td>
<td>Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALI</td>
<td>Dallas Arts Learning Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Model Arts Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAEP</td>
<td>National Assessment of Educational Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCES</td>
<td>National Center for Education Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCLB</td>
<td>No Child Left Behind Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEA</td>
<td>National Endowment for the Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OST</td>
<td>out-of-school time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arts education in the nation’s schools is clearly in a state of decline (von Zastrow and Janc, 2004; Rowe et al., 2004; Hamilton et al., 2007; McMurrer, 2007; Woodworth, Gallagher, and Guha, 2007; West, 2007). For many communities, the decline started with significant public budget shortfalls in the 1970s and 1980s that led school districts to drastically cut programs deemed not as central to the academic mission. More recently, the test-based accountability mechanisms of state standards-based reforms and the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (Public Law 107-110, 2002), commonly known as NCLB, caused schools to focus on the subjects that were to be tested, reading and mathematics, at the expense of other subjects. And many non-tested curriculum areas have been stripped of resources—especially time during the school day—in an effort to meet legislated goals. Attempts to recover from the budget-related declines in arts education are stymied by a prevailing emphasis on other subjects in the schools. Some families have turned to the informal education system for arts education opportunities, but these are often available only to people with the will and resources to access them (Bodilly and Beckett, 2005). Moreover, these outside-the-school arts opportunities must compete with other after-school activities, such as sports and the more generally available forms of entertainment.

A countermovement to this decline of arts education has developed in several locales. On the smallest scale, it may take the form of a partnership between a local performing arts theater and a school to encourage a few performances per year and talks between performers and students. On a larger scale, it may mean developing coordinated initiatives across a community’s provider organizations and other stakeholders to bring arts education opportunities to all students. These initiatives can be aimed at delivering arts learning in different ways, such as through sequential courses in school, integration of the arts with other subjects in school, and increased opportunities for participation in outside-the-school programs.

Little has been documented about the practical aspects of creating coordinated initiatives to improve arts education delivery at the local level. Some studies, such as one whose results were published by the Arts Education Partnership and the President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities (Fiske, 1999), describe arts programs within...
schools but do not look at more broadly based efforts across whole communities. Others, such as Bodilly et al., 2004, analyze collaborative approaches to education reform but not specifically arts education reform. Still others, such as Rowe et al., 2004, examine the challenges of achieving successful arts education partnerships but do not take a community-wide view.

The rest of this chapter presents information on our study that serves as a foundation for later chapters. We begin by describing the purpose of our study, discussing the methods we used to explore the topic, and providing important background information on both the struggles faced by those attempting to find a place in children’s education for arts learning and the debate about how arts education should be provided. We then offer some ideas about what coordinated initiatives might look like and describe this monograph’s organization.

Purpose

The Wallace Foundation, a major supporter of efforts to expand participation in the arts, approached RAND about providing a descriptive analysis of community-based collaborative efforts to improve opportunities for high-quality arts learning for children. The purpose of the study was to examine the evolution of coordinated approaches to local arts education provision in six sites, focusing on how local assets were deliberately aligned to maximize collective effectiveness and the challenges faced by these efforts. Specifically, we addressed the following questions:

- What does the ecology of local arts education generally look like? How did it evolve?
- Why and how have some sites developed more-coordinated approaches to provision?
- What strategies do these local coordinated groups use to improve access to and quality of arts learning experiences?
- What factors foster and what factors impede these coordinated approaches?

Based on discussions with the foundation, we took the words to improve opportunities for high-quality arts learning to mean increase access, ensure more equitable access, improve quality of provision, or improve efficiency of provision. And we assumed that learning took place both in school and outside of school. We defined a community as

---

1  We use arts education and arts learning interchangeably in this monograph to mean learning related to dance, music, theater, and visual arts. In addition, we assert that arts education and arts learning occur not just in school, but in multiple locations and contexts.

2  We use the term children in this monograph to mean children who are in kindergarten through grade 12 (K–12).
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an entity that was geographically based in a city or county and included schools and districts of education, arts organizations, cultural organizations, parents, community-based organizations, outside-of-school providers, and private funders. Coordination was taken to mean deliberate collaboration of these organizations and stakeholders, outside of normal contractual relationships, to provide greater arts education opportunities than would exist without this collaboration. We focused solely on coordination initiatives and thus did not consider individual providers of arts instruction (the many music, vocal, and painting instructors who make a living in the private market) and did not attempt to audit the full range of providers within each community. We also did not assess the value of using coordinated approaches rather than other means to improve arts education.

Methods

This report describes our comparative analysis of six case studies of coordination efforts aimed at improving access to arts learning. Our sources of information were expert interviews, a literature review, and both interviews and document reviews at our chosen sites. We also used the literature to develop a set of attributes of multi-organizational coordination to guide our investigation.

For our initial interviews, we chose 24 nationally known experts on arts education and issues associated with its provision. They included representatives of national arts education associations, state arts agencies, and foundations; and professors, consultants, and providers of arts education experiences. We asked them for materials on the scope of arts education provision and related issues, as well as recommendations of sites attempting to coordinate arts learning provision that might serve as case studies for our investigation. In their view, only a few community-wide examples of such sites existed. And while most of these experts were partially aware of what was happening in their nearby communities, few of them knew what was happening across multiple communities.

Based on these experts’ recommendations and our independent search of the literature and Internet, we investigated a number of sites reputed to have relatively strong arts education initiatives involving coordination efforts across multiple organizations. After conducting telephone interviews with the leaders of these sites and analyzing documents, we selected six sites for a more in-depth investigation: Alameda County, California; Boston, Massachusetts; Chicago, Illinois; Dallas, Texas; Los Angeles County, California; and New York City, New York. These six appeared to be among the sites furthest along in their coordinated efforts to improve access to quality arts learning experiences for children in their regions. In addition, they represent diversity in both focus and the genesis of their efforts.
From fall 2006 through spring 2007, we collected documents, conducted phone interviews, and made visits to the sites to gather information on the coordination efforts in these six communities. The site visits included both in-person interviews and some opportunistic classroom observations. During this phase, we interviewed approximately 120 local experts in about 20 interviews per site. These experts represented an array of organizations: state and local government agencies and school districts, foundations, not-for-profit providers, universities, etc. We assembled our interview notes and other materials related to the study sites and then summarized our findings by specific variables. With this information, we identified the case-specific and cross-site themes that make up the main findings of our study.

**Important Concepts**

Underlying our study is the notion that arts learning can be improved through greater access, more-equitable access, better-quality provision, or more-efficient provision. While our purpose was not to determine the truth of this notion, we did need an idea of what high-quality arts learning might be. In addition, we needed to have an idea of what coordinated, or collaborative, efforts for improvement might look like.

**High-Quality Arts Learning**

Our literature review and early interviews with experts made it very clear that the arts struggle for a legitimate role in America’s education system, both in the formal K–12 public schools and in the more informal, out-of-school-time (OST) forms of provision. The arts have been historically positioned as inherently different from and often ancillary to other school subjects (Wakeford, 2004); they appear to be a subject whose inclusion requires a fight. Supporters of other uses of children’s time question the purpose of arts education, what it should look like, and how it should be provided.

It is important to note that the field of arts learning by no means lacks answers to these questions. As much as any other field of learning, it is rich in conceptual complexity. In fact, it may have too many answers claiming different purposes—for example, to teach mastery of an art form, to cultivate understanding and appreciation of the art field, to improve outcomes in other subjects, to develop various life skills. These multiple purposes have combined with shifts in the policy environment to create contrasting approaches to delivery—from in-school, sequential courses, to integration with the rest of the curriculum, to OST provision.

These contrasting views of goals and provision are discussed in more depth in Chapter Two as part of the current ecology of arts education. More generally, we can say that for this study, we accepted arts learning as being of benefit to a child’s education. In addition, we assumed that the purposes and goals of arts education are viewed in multiple ways within the arts education community and even within a single orga-
organization. As a result, the perceived quality of a specific provision will reflect the extent to which it attains the specific goals set by the parties involved. We also did not adhere to a specific view of what provision ought to be in our study; we simply note that different views of quality provision are important in the field and that disagreements on this topic played out in the case studies.

Attributes of Coordinated Improvement Efforts
Organizations within the public sector usually decide to coordinate their efforts when they have an important shared goal and individually lack the political power or resources needed to achieve it on their own. In those parts of the public sector characterized by resource constraints, such as public education and the arts, coordinated approaches also hold the promise of increasing the efficiency of provision by reducing duplication and gaps in service. Furthermore, agreement among such organizations on what constitutes quality provision can result in more-consistent provision. These expected benefits from coordinated efforts remain theoretical; the existing literature provides little evidence that such efforts are better than other strategies for improving access to arts learning experiences.

To conduct this study, we needed to understand what a coordinated effort to improve arts education might entail and why coordination might be a viable strategy for effecting improvement. The relevant literature, including organizational research on systems building, social service provision through coordinated delivery systems, and collaboration to promote arts education, agrees on the major attributes of cross-organizational improvement initiatives. The following paragraphs briefly describe these attributes, which we used to guide our interview protocols and which are thus reflected in our findings. The first four pertain to all cross-organizational initiatives; the last pertains solely to such initiatives in the public domain.

As a first step and as a continuing task of inter-organizational coordination, a shared goal aimed at some defined improved performance is created or recognized by all the organizations. This step often occurs in response to a problem being recognized because of an evaluation, new legislation, or media attention. Attempts to find partners that share...
the cause can start with simple networking and then move to convening different parties and ongoing discussions, often culminating in a formal shared mission statement. Case studies indicate that these initial efforts succeed when they are led by organizations seen as legitimate leaders in the specific community or on the issue, and as fence-menders or having an interest in the greater good. In addition, efforts flourish when personnel are assigned to the mission and provided with the time and resources needed to work with others. Seed money and a leader that is effective (that is, capable, inclusive in style, and stable) are recognized as key to these early and ongoing efforts.

The initial efforts grow through routine and effective communication and coordination among the organizations. Communication is supported by regular meetings among representatives, a coordinating organization to facilitate joint work, and a means for group decisionmaking. Leadership style is key to ensuring that group decisionmaking maintains the overall commitment to the common cause.

A major step forward lies in creating and implementing a joint plan of action that includes policies and supporting infrastructure that mutually reinforce the improvement goal. Creation and implementation of the joint plan are supported by information about the environment, the specific problems, available options, etc. Fundraising and resource redistribution are key components of the effort, and specific coordinating structures or implementation structures may grow out of the planning effort.

Because information is essential to all improvement efforts, the coordination bodies often develop feedback loops or information flows that allow them to assess progress toward goals and effectiveness of coordinated responses in bringing about improvement. An array of activities might flourish: collection and use of data on access to and participation in programs; development and use of assessment tools for understanding learning and for diagnosing and addressing failures; assessments of teachers and teaching artists for use in delivering professional development; development and use of data to understand funding flows and determine where additional resources are needed within the system.

Information about the state of the field and what can be done to improve it is often developed and communicated in a way that ensures the information will flow to the public to attract additional partners and support. Public relations and advocacy campaigns aimed at gaining the support of parents, policymakers, and community leaders by making both the need and the solutions visible may be part of this process.

The challenges to coordinated attempts to build collaborative approaches are numerous (Bodilly et al., 2004); lack of consistent and sustained leadership interest, budget shortfalls, and competition among the coordinating organizations for resources are but a few. In addition, the literature we reviewed and our expert interviews indicated that arts education provision involves unique, perhaps formidable challenges. Chapter Two’s description of the recent history of the arts education field provides insight into past and current challenges to improving access to high-quality arts learning experiences.
Report Organization

Chapter Two describes the sector that provides arts education opportunities today, setting it in a historical context so that readers can appreciate the enduring challenges facing current improvement initiatives. Chapter Three discusses the six case studies of coordination initiatives to improve access to arts education. Chapter Four synthesizes the sites’ common strategies for improving access to quality arts learning experiences regardless of the extent to which the actors involved were working in a coordinated fashion. Chapter Five discusses specific coordination themes that emerged from the analysis, as well as factors that fostered and impeded coordination, and advantages and drawbacks of participating in coordination efforts. Chapter Six reviews the findings and offers conclusions and guidance for practitioners.

Study Limitations

Our study had three important limitations. First, the six sites we used as case studies are among the nation's largest urban centers, each with a rich cultural nexus of museums, theaters, symphonies, galleries, and producing artists that most likely does not exist in smaller urban and non-urban communities. Hence, if such factors prove important, the ability to generalize our findings to smaller cities and rural areas will be reduced. Second, our study is a descriptive analysis of arts education initiatives, not an evaluation of arts learning efforts. Our purpose was to describe what the site communities were attempting to do and how they were doing it, not to evaluate the quality of the arts learning experiences offered in each site. We provide limited information about whether the sites were progressing toward their goals, in large part because the documentation on progress was very limited. Third, this document is a historical snapshot of efforts through spring 2007 and, as such, does not include changes that have occurred in the six sites since then.
This chapter presents a common history of arts education across America’s urban centers and sets forth important issues that communities must face as they attempt to improve the provision of arts education. We based this discussion on the literature on arts education learning, the oral histories of arts learning provided by experts we interviewed, and what we discovered during our site visits. This chapter illustrates that the field of arts education is conceptually rich and complex, but that arts education initiatives start from a weak position compared with those in other fields of education. The fact that researchers, practitioners, and advocates do not always present a united front on goals and preferred delivery mechanisms for arts education renders coordination across organizations somewhat challenging.

This chapter is organized both chronologically and thematically. We cover the scarcity and variance in local arts education during the 1970s, the fiscal crises that precipitated a decline in provision of arts education during the 1980s and 1990s, the field’s fragmentation over the purpose and delivery of arts education, the connection to other education reforms, the growth in types of organizations providing arts learning, and the current set of arts learning providers and influencers.

**Scarcity and Variance in Public Arts Education of the 1970s**

In 1977, the Arts, Education, and Americans Panel produced a report titled *Coming to Our Senses: The Significance of the Arts in American Education*. Headed by David Rockefeller and counting among its members a former U.S. commissioner of education, this panel, commonly referred to as the “Rockefeller panel,” reviewed the state of arts education across the nation and found serious deficits. Many people considered this report controversial (Chapman, 1978; Smith, 1978), but it nonetheless raised the education community’s awareness of the status of arts education.

There is little systematic evidence on the scope and provision of arts learning at the time of the Rockefeller panel report. Although only a few states had standards then, some provided curriculum guidelines or outlines. In 1978, Elliot Eisner con-
cluded that the average amount of time devoted to teaching the arts each week was less than one-half hour (Eisner, 1978, p. 15).

In general, each school district’s budget and time constraints determined whether arts education was offered to students. It was widely accepted that inclusion of the arts in the curriculum was a local decision. An itinerant arts specialist often instructed, holding scheduled classes across the district’s schools. Alternatively, at the elementary level, a regular classroom teacher may have been the primary provider of arts education.

Private provision of arts education outside of school was available for families that sought it and could afford it. In addition to individual private providers, the main providers outside of school were arts production or presentation organizations, such as museums and theater groups, which we call cultural organizations. The primary purpose of these organizations was to produce art, but many had small, ancillary educational functions as well. Large museums offered school trips, and children lucky enough to attend a school that supported performing arts might be treated to a performance once each year. One of our respondents called such opportunities “drive by” arts education, referring to the practice of dropping the children at the museum’s door and picking them up a few hours later. The children’s experience, not usually connected to their specific academic curriculum, was seen as a field trip to gain exposure to the arts.

In sum, local schools were the main providers, local school boards were the main policymakers, and provision varied substantially. Given this, the Rockefeller panel called on American educators to rethink literacy to include the arts and to consider the arts a basic part of school curriculum. As much as the panel had documented a poor state of affairs, it had also documented the rich and complex concepts behind arts education and its role in building a just society. This clarion call failed to have the desired effect, however, in part because of the fiscal crises that followed its release and disagreements about specific recommendations it had made.

Setback Caused by Fiscal Crises

The sites we studied, along with many other communities across the United States, suffered a series of fiscal crises in the mid-1970s through the 1980s that affected schooling. The arts and arts teachers became easy targets for budget cutting. As an example, in 1975–1976, after a decade of crisis and constant budget cuts, the New York City public schools laid off 15,000 teachers—almost 25 percent of the total number. Teachers in subjects considered “less central” were the first to go. According to the Center for Arts Education (CAE), “By 1991, the last year for which systematic arts data was collected by the Board of Education, two-thirds of the schools had no licensed art or music teachers” (2007, p. 10). Schools were no longer encouraged to hire arts teachers, and arts teachers who remained were transferred to other positions.
The other sites in the study reported a similar phenomenon. Respondents reported that there were massive layoffs of arts teachers as each community reached the height of its specific budget crisis. Passage of California’s Proposition 13 in 1978, for example, left many school districts unable to maintain their arts programs.

This was not the full extent of what was claimed by the fiscal crises, however. In cities such as Chicago, cuts were made to school operating hours as well as to teaching slots, reducing the school day from what had normally been about seven hours to just five hours and forty-five minutes.¹ Not only were the arts instructors gone, but so was the time in the school day for anything other than the very basic subjects.

Policy shifts at the national level were echoed by cuts in arts education in states and local districts. The federal government’s Arts and Humanities Office was cut in 1981 (Herbert, 2004). In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education’s *A Nation At Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform* further eroded arts education’s standing by calling for greater attention to basics to address what it said was the American education system’s failure to prepare its children for a demanding future. This call, which galvanized the education sector, did not emphasize the arts in its arguments for extensive reforms to keep the United States internationally competitive.

In the mid-1980s, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) conducted a congressionally mandated survey on the state of arts education. The result, *Toward Civilization: A Report on Arts Education* (1988), documented then current thinking: Arts education was considered superfluous to a core curriculum and not supportive of the development of critical thinking skills. *Toward Civilization* also found that arts education was predominantly absent in schools, and that the one consensus in the field of arts education was that there was no consensus on what an arts education curriculum should include.

**Development of Alternative Views of Purpose and Provision**

During the 1970s and 1980s, arts education researchers, practitioners, and advocates struggled to justify continued inclusion of the arts in the school day. Early work by Harvard University’s Project Zero led the way in developing the intellectual concepts of the field.² These ideas were meshed with growing research by organizations such as the Arts Education Partnership, which documented the multiple benefits of the arts in

¹ Chicago now has the shortest number of hours in a school day of the 50 largest districts in the country (Walsh, 2007).
² The project’s reports are available (as of September 9, 2007) at the Project Zero Web site: http://www.pz.harvard.edu.
young people’s lives,\textsuperscript{3} and were furthered by advocates/scholars such as Jane Remer and Richard Deasy,\textsuperscript{4} who connected arts education to school reform efforts. As the blooming research documenting the benefits of arts education combined with differing views on what the goals of arts education should be, somewhat distinct camps of advocates and philosophies of provision came into being.

**Diverse Goals and Approaches to Arts Learning**

In one sense, it seems obvious that arts learning should be included in the academic core because, quite simply, parents support the arts as vital to a well-rounded education (Davidson and Michener, 2001; California Arts Council, 2001; Harris, 1996). But according to the literature and the experts we interviewed, there are four, possibly distinct, views of the goals for arts learning, and they tend to be associated with different approaches to provision.\textsuperscript{5}

One of these views, which emphasizes the creation of art, sees the goal as mastery of one particular art form, which means learning the language of that art form and gaining competence as a creator, performer, audience member, and critic. This goal requires a studio-based or conservatory-style curriculum that focuses on teaching the production mechanics and techniques of a specific art discipline and takes a child through a sequence of stand-alone arts courses from novice to mastery in producing or performing works of art. Schools for the arts tend to follow this conceptualization; they can be found in many cities as stand-alone schools accessed through audition. The student completing this course of study is able to produce professional-level art and has an appreciation of that art’s place in history and the aesthetics of the particular form, but may not be familiar with or have a critical appreciation of other art forms and their historical importance.

Then there is the view that the goal is to build artistic appreciation and outlook, which may include but is not primarily focused on producing art (Greene, 2001; Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Arts Education Partnership, 2004; Arts Education Partnership et al., 2004; Eisner, 1998; Gardner, 1989; McCarthy et al., 2004). The emphasis here is on refining perception and discrimination; developing imagination, mutual sympathy, and the capacity for wonder and awe; and developing the deep understanding that is critical to all learning.\textsuperscript{6} Some advocates for building these capacities support “discipline-based curriculum,” a concept developed by the Getty Center for Education

\textsuperscript{3} The reports are (as of September 9, 2007) on the Arts Education Partnership Web site: http://www.aep-arts.org.

\textsuperscript{4} Specific works by Remer and Deasy are cited, as appropriate, throughout this document.

\textsuperscript{5} Teitelbaum and Gillis, 2003, and McCarthy et al., 2004, provide good summaries of the research.

\textsuperscript{6} Very recently, this line of reasoning led to arguments that early introduction to the arts through active engagement and participation is critical to ensuring adult appreciation of, participation in, and support of the arts (McCarthy et al., 2004; Bergoni and Smith, 1996).
in the Arts in 1982 to emphasize instruction in art history, art criticism, and aesthetics, as well as arts production (Delacruz and Dunn, 1996). Discipline-based curriculum is separate from other core courses and sequential in nature. The child builds significant understanding and appreciation by the end of the schooling experience. Some leaders, such as Maxine Greene, of Lincoln Center, argue for building an aesthetic worldview. They have formed a national network of institutes dedicated to aesthetic education practice centered on deep exploration and understanding of specific works of art to stimulate perception, cognition, affect, and imagination.

Another view grew out of research whose results show that arts education experiences are related to achievement in other school subjects (McCarthy et al., 2004), although Winner and Hetland (2000) argue that this relationship tends to be weak relative to other, more direct actions to increase achievement in other subjects. Some began arguing that arts education should be included in the lives of young people to improve their general and subject-specific achievement levels (Stevenson and Deasy, 2005; Deasy, 2002; Fiske, 1999; Heath, Soep, and Roach, 1998).7

In line with this idea that arts education could improve more-general academic outcomes, some schools began to have teachers integrate arts in non-arts subjects. Proponents of integrated arts instruction argue that student achievement in both an art form and other subjects increases through integration experiences (Arts Education Partnership National Forum, 2002; Deasy, 2002; Consortium of National Arts Educators Associations, 2002). Supporters of integrated approaches argue for the arts as “facilitators of the cognitive learning process” (Rabkin and Redmond, 2004, p. 83). This form of provision has the added benefit of fitting the arts into a school day whose time has become heavily devoted to subjects being tested for accountability reasons.

Others, again backed by new research, have taken the view that arts learning could increase motivation, social development, self-confidence, perseverance, and stress reduction (Chapman, 1982; Deasy, 2002; Heath, Soep, and Roach, 1998; Winner and Cooper, 2000). They argue for providing arts learning opportunities to meet the needs of youth development. Provision with this goal in mind would focus on factors that improve motivation and life skills (engagement, practice, drafting and redrafting, social interaction, etc.), as opposed to mastery of a specific form, and that are associated with integrated curriculum provision as well as discipline-based curriculum.

Growth in Contrasting Approaches to Provision
Given the different views on the goals of arts education, different views on where and by whom arts education should be provided are not a surprise.

7 The fact that advocates for arts education feel they need to justify its inclusion is a clear indication that the arts are treated differently from subjects that some consider more central to a core curriculum. Research on arts education struggles to justify the importance of the arts based on how arts learning contributes to the learning of other subjects, whereas advocates for the inclusion of mathematics, science, and history feel no need to prove that these subjects contribute to arts understanding.
In school and/or outside of school. Support for emphasizing in-school arts education has been based on the idea that all students should have equitable access to the arts and the assumption that districts and schools ensure similar levels of exposure for all students (Chapman, 1982; von Zastrow and Janc, 2004). OST programs are available through an array of suppliers (Sousa, 2004), but sole reliance on this form of provision may not meet equity concerns because access (in terms of cost, transportation, etc.) to these programs varies considerably from child to child (Bodilly and Beckett, 2005). Nevertheless, one expert we interviewed argued that “in-school arts instruction alone is doomed. Children must transfer their interest in art outside the classroom if they are to be truly engaged.”

Stand-alone or integrated. Those who see the goal of arts education as performance and creation of artworks tend to favor sequential stand-alone courses as the means of delivery. Integration of arts education with other learning is favored by those who see the goal as support of other types of learning or who do not view performance and creation as essential to the benefits they seek. Integration approaches also are seen as a way to include the arts in a school day that has been allowing less and less time for subjects other than those tested for accountability reasons.8

Who teaches. Classroom teachers, arts specialists, and artists can all act as arts education instructors, but which of these groups is “best” is a source of debate within the community (Deasy, 2002). The issue of who teaches the arts has important implications for professional development, which is a critical need in the field (Longley, 1999). The debate centers on questions about whether pedagogical or artistic skills are more important in teaching the arts.

Connections to and Effect of Other Education Reform Efforts

Since the fiscal crises of the 1970s and 1980s, major changes in the education reform landscape and in education reform policy have affected arts education: the introduction of standards across the curriculum, the development and growth of test-based accountability, the introduction of site-based management, and more-general school reform efforts. Each has had a different impact on the arts education ecology.

Development of Arts Goals and Standards

The state-level movement to develop curriculum standards took place in the 1980s and 1990s and gained momentum in the 1990s from the federal push for national education goals and standards. With support from the NEA and the Getty Center for Education in the Arts, the professional associations of teachers of music, dance, the-

---

8 It is no coincidence that schools turned to integrated arts approaches as time in the school day began dwindling for subjects outside the accountability realm.
ater, and visual arts developed national content standards that were issued in 1994 as the National Standards for Arts Education. Despite the existence of these national arts standards, however, the arts were not in the national goals set forth in the proposed NCLB federal legislation. Only through efforts led by the Kennedy Center, the NEA, and the Getty Center for Education in the Arts were the arts included as a national education goal in this major piece of federal legislation.

All of these federal standards for subjects are voluntary; there is no enforcement mechanism. Since 1994, almost every state has adopted some form of content standards for arts education, and some states also include guidelines for time per week to be devoted to arts education. However, because implementation of these standards and guidelines is left to districts and schools—many of which are pressed for school time and space, and all of which are held accountable for subjects other than the arts—claims to have met requirements tend to be based on very broad interpretations of the standards and guidelines.

**Growth of High-Stakes Accountability and Assessments**

Another part of the struggle for arts legitimacy in the curriculum concerns how to assess student learning in the arts. Researchers, practitioners, and advocates have long argued about whether and how to develop quality indicators and valid, transparent, and reliable assessments. As late as 1988, the NEA was still laying out the pros and cons of whether to develop assessments at all (NEA, 1988), coming down firmly for the development of tests in the arts, partly to enable curriculum and pedagogical improvement and partly to ensure the field’s legitimacy. In 1992, the Arts Education Consensus Project, sponsored by the National Assessment Governing Board, began an 18-month effort to establish objectives for an arts test to be administered as part of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). The resulting, voluntary test covered visual arts, music, and theater. Although it was administered in 1994 and then never used again by the federal or any state government (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 1998), it represents an important step forward in the development of valid and reliable tests for the arts.

Since then, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Washington, New Jersey, and Maryland have made efforts to assess arts learning. About 12 states, including the five just named, provide sample assessment items, professional development, and other supports, but only Kentucky includes arts in its mandated state-level student achievement tests. In other words, despite decades of efforts, arts assessment in most of the United States consists of individual teachers developing and using their own assessments to suit their own needs.

One implication of this situation is that supporters of specific improvement efforts do not have the quality assessment tools needed to prove the effectiveness of those improvements.

---

9 An NAEP administration 20 years earlier had included music and visual arts.
improvements. They might be able to show a connection between their arts education programs and test scores for subjects other than the arts, but there is no way for them to demonstrate more-direct learning and achievement via reliable and valid measures.

The most recent federal survey of arts provision (1999–2000) occurred before the advent of strong standards-based reform in most states. It showed that music and visual arts instruction were available in some form in, respectively, 94 percent and 87 percent of U.S. elementary schools (NCES, 2002a). A closer look at the data revealed that across all schools, students received an average of 72 minutes per week of music and about 60 minutes per week of visual arts. Fewer than 20 percent of elementary schools offered dance or theater, however. Similarly, most secondary schools offered some music and visual arts: 90 percent and 93 percent, respectively. Of secondary schools, 57 percent offered four or fewer courses in music and 62 percent offered four or fewer courses in visual arts; 48 percent had theater/drama and 14 percent had dance.

More-recent studies show a declining presence of the arts in public schools. Despite the arts’ position as a core subject in the national education goals and in NCLB legislation, their place in school curriculum is being eroded by NCLB’s requirements for and focus on reading and mathematics. Recent studies demonstrate declines in the time set aside for the arts. Instructional time is increasingly dedicated to “teaching to” the standardized tests, and non-tested subjects, such as the arts and foreign languages, are most at risk for marginalization (Rowe et al., 2004; Hamilton et al., 2007; McMurrey, 2007; Woodworth, Gallagher, and Guha, 2007; West, 2007). More-specific information on this situation is not easy to obtain because of data issues.10

Some states have documented dramatic reductions in arts education in the past 20 years.11 One-quarter of public school principals surveyed in Illinois, Maryland, New Mexico, and New York reported decreases in instructional time for the arts, and the proportion of principals reporting such decreases in high-minority schools, at 36 percent, was even greater (von Zastrow and Janc, 2004). According to a report on music in California public schools, the proportion of students taking music classes fell from 18.5 percent in 1999 to 9.3 percent in 2004—a 50 percent decline. In the same period, the number of music teachers in the state declined by nearly 27 percent, representing an actual loss of 1,053 teachers (Music for All Foundation, 2004). Teachers left in the schools are reportedly struggling to maintain a focus on the arts (Oreck, 2004).

---

10 The NCES did small-scale surveys in academic years 1995 and 1999, and an Arts Report Card survey in 1997. Given their limited sampling size, these surveys provide only a glimpse of the state of affairs for arts education. Some of the data that are available—unfortunately, not for all locales—are number of arts instructors, course offerings, and available resources (e.g., classroom space, supplies, and funds).

11 State-level surveys have been completed in Illinois, Kentucky, Rhode Island, and Washington (Ruppert and Nelson, 2006); California (Music for All Foundation, 2004); and Ohio (Ohio Arts Council, 2001). One of the most recent efforts is the New Jersey Arts Education Census Project, conducted in April 2006, which aims to understand the levels of access, equity, and quality for teachers and students in New Jersey schools.
The marginalization of arts education within schools may be associated with the decline in the number of arts specialists retained in districts. In von Zastrow and Janc’s study of four states, the number of arts specialists decreased in 23 percent of high-minority schools and 14 percent of low-minority schools, and only 9 percent of both types of schools reported an increase in the number of arts specialists (2004, p. 16). Media reports also reveal declines (Associated Press, 2005; Mezzacappa, 2006). These reports suggest two reasons for decreases in the number of arts teachers: Schools have limited capabilities for hiring and retaining teachers (Southern Regional Education Board, 2002), and arts specialists are in limited supply in some areas (Guthrie and Hamlin, 2002).

Decentralization and the Principal’s Role in Curriculum Decisions

Communities have taken different routes in grappling with mandatory high-stakes accountability. In some communities, the central school district office mandates specific curriculum and instruction and has removed curriculum discretion from the schools. Other communities have moved in the direction of decentralization, more commonly known as site-based management. These communities give principals authority over curriculum and instruction in exchange for meeting established goals. Several cities and counties we visited had undertaken site-based management reforms in concert with the standards-based reforms discussed above.

The coupling of test-based accountability that focuses primarily on reading and mathematics scores with site-based management has sometimes had a negative impact on arts education. For example, the Chicago Public Schools adopted a specific form of site-based management that left many decisions about curriculum and instruction to school principals and their local school councils. Principals were primarily held accountable for reading and mathematics test scores. Faced with a shortened school day and school year and detailed accountability criteria, they had to decide where to focus attention. It should not be surprising that most principals reportedly chose to focus on reading and mathematics, to the detriment of the arts.

District officials in three of our case-study sites that moved to site-based management (Chicago, Boston, and New York City) reported that despite state regulations, public schools varied significantly on whether to provide arts programming. Nevertheless, respondents reported that at least some principals remained convinced of the effectiveness of including the arts in the school curriculum. Both arts directors within the districts and community-based providers reported that they were working principal by principal, school by school to create partnerships to maintain or revive arts programs under these conditions.

Even sites with a lesser degree of site-based management reported that the principal was playing a key role in determining the focus of instruction in his or her school. The principal was signaling to teachers the level and type of instruction to provide in the face of competing demands for limited time, space, and funding. As more princi-
pals are held accountable for mathematics and language test scores, more of them may be inclined to emphasize these two subjects over other subjects (Hamilton et al., 2007; McMurrer, 2007).

The Arts as the Reform

In the late 1980s, arguments for systemic reforms to improve schools increasingly surfaced (Smith and O’Day, 1990). Using the growing evidence of arts education’s contribution to student achievement and to motivation and perseverance, arts advocates began connecting arts education with systemic reform movements. Their argument was that infusion of the arts into the curriculum could serve as the focus of curriculum and pedagogical improvement designed to engage students in learning.

Two major and well-funded efforts to redesign schools supported this idea: the Annenberg Challenge Grants and the New American Schools Corporation design competition. A third effort, by the Galef Institute, developed an arts-rich design for schools called Different Ways of Knowing. Each effort produced significant demonstrations of how the arts could be integrated throughout the curriculum, but they all then foundered through lack of further funding for expansion to more schools. Nevertheless, some people in the field who are closely linked with arts integration advocates (Rabkin and Redmond, 2004; Burnaford, Aprill, and Weiss, 2001; Remer, 1990, 1996) still support such approaches, and some funders, such as The Ford Foundation, are supporting more demonstrations.

Organizational Ecology of Arts Education Today

Our review of themes in the development of the arts education field made it clear to us that the players have changed and grown in number since the early 1970s, when the stage belonged largely to local school districts, schools, and a few cultural organizations. An array of arts learning providers has entered the field in response to changes in fiscal support for arts education, and more government agencies and philanthropic organizations now take part.

Figure 2.1 summarizes the current organizational ecology of arts education. The providers shown are the entities that furnish arts learning experiences to children; the influencers are the policy and funding entities that furnish rules, regulations, oversight, funding, and goals to the providers. Information on the availability and quality of arts education resources supported by the different entities shown in the figure is diffuse and specific to each state and community.

Non-School Providers

During the past several decades of declining provision of arts education in the schools, three types of non-school providers of arts learning experiences have emerged:
community-based providers, cultural organizations, and OST providers. In contrast to arts education provision in the early 1970s, today’s arts learning opportunities are thus much more likely to come from a more diverse set of providers, although there are no hard data showing the relative contributions of the groups. We discuss each non-school provider and its specific role in turn.

**Community-based providers.** We call any organization that sprang from the community specifically to improve arts education a *community-based provider*. These organizations originally served a brokering function for schools interested in adopting integrated curriculum or having artists teach courses for their students. They recruited and trained a pool of qualified artist educators who could fill slots for school courses (e.g., a practicing painter for a visual arts course in a school)\(^{12}\) or could work with general educators to integrate arts into a specific curriculum.

Some community-based providers have expanded their functions to include professional development of artists on standards and pedagogy, professional development of teachers in arts concepts for their subjects, internships for students, artist residencies for schools, etc. Regardless of the specific functions provided, however, all organizations that we included in this category help connect artist educators with schools, OST programs, and cultural organizations so that they can teach the arts through courses and performances with educational workshops.

\(^{12}\) This practice is rare in some of the states that require a certified teacher in each classroom.
As an example, ArtsConnection was founded in New York City in 1979 as a not-for-profit organization whose goal was to connect professional artists with students and teachers in school-based programs. Funded through both the city and its own fundraising efforts, ArtsConnection identified professional artists and matched them to schools to deliver school-specific arts learning programs. In addition, it provided professional development in curriculum development and pedagogy for artists.

Other non-profit community-based providers, each with its own niche and varying functions, sprang up in New York City during this period, including such nationally known organizations as Studio in a School and Education Through Music. Organizations were created in other cities as well, either to match professional artists with schools or to train artists to be teaching artists. Urban Gateways (founded in the early 1960s) and the Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education (CAPE, founded in 1993) are similar organizations with national reputations for partnering with schools to provide arts experiences during the school day. Additionally, Young Audiences and other such organizations emerged to enable children to experience live performances in their own communities.

These types of organizations often receive significant funding from public sources, such as state or city cultural agencies, and from foundations and other corporate and individual donors. This subsidization is what makes these arts learning opportunities affordable for some schools that otherwise could not offer arts education to their students. Many schools accessing these services use limited discretionary funds to pay nominal fees to cover the remaining cost.

The emergence of community-based providers has been beneficial on several fronts. Students receive arts learning, although the level of their exposure to it varies from school to school and grade to grade; artists receive a steady stipend for their work, supplementing their often erratic pay; teachers learn how to use the arts in their curricula; and schools receive services without having to pay full cost.

**Cultural organizations.** Cultural organizations responded to the arts education void resulting from school budget cuts by increasing their education functions. Our interviewees disclosed that the governing bodies of cultural organizations in each city considered the implications of budget cuts for arts education and decided to respond by increasing their education programming, partly to ensure the organizations would have future supporters. As they redirected funds into education programs, these organizations began to develop closer ties to school districts and schools. Their education programming can include but is not limited to tours of exhibits geared to children's ages and courses of study; lesson plans for teachers that are specifically aligned with state curriculum standards or course requirements; online curriculum that includes tours of their works for distance learning settings; professional development for teachers and artists; networking opportunities for those interested in arts education; family-friendly activities to encourage parents and children to become aware of and experience the arts.
A few cultural organizations have gone even further. For example, the Lincoln Center Institute for the Arts in Education was formed to support aesthetic education throughout the New York City region through partnerships with schools that engage artist educators and reconfigure curriculum and instruction to promote aesthetic capacity. The institute also offers an array of other supports, including professional development and consulting. It and others often team with magnet schools for the arts or help support charter schools that have strong arts components.

This response from the cultural organizations, like that of the community-based providers, has benefited many parties. Students can access arts experiences (often closely aligned with their other academic experiences), and cultural organizations can gain support in their communities from parents and from students—the potential future arts consumers and supporters of these organizations.

Out-of-school-time providers. Another trend during this period was the entry of mothers into the workforce and the resulting growth in OST care provision. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 1970, 21 percent of women with children under age 18 worked. By 2002, this proportion had grown to 73 percent, putting the number of children under age 18 whose mothers worked at 67.4 million, and causing both private and public providers of OST programs to grow in number and flourish.

Some, but certainly not all, of these providers offer arts learning as part of their programming. For example, some Boys and Girls Clubs and YMCAs and YWCAs offer arts learning. So do city-run departments of parks and recreation, and schools in before- and after-school care programs. In many cases, community-based providers (described above) fill the need for arts instructors in these types of programs.

OST provision does not reach all children, however. Estimates of unmet demand vary widely, some indicating that as many as two-thirds of children who may need such services cannot or do not access them (Bodilly and Beckett, 2005). Many families cannot afford or do not have easy access to OST providers. It remains a voluntary endeavor, which means that not all children receive it. And children who do receive it do not always receive arts education, much less high-quality arts experiences.

Influencers

Many different entities influence arts education: the federal government and state governments, school district offices, foundations, colleges and universities, and state and local arts agencies. Some of these were included in the discussion of providers, above; here we cover the major groups of influencers and specify their slightly different roles as influencers in arts learning.

City government and state and local arts agencies. These entities support arts education by funding programming, often with federal, state, and local dollars. City government agencies play myriad roles that influence arts learning. For example, cities support museums and theaters by providing public space and grants for programming, and children then take advantage of productions offered. City agencies overlap with
OST providers at times—for example, when city parks and recreation departments provide arts programming after school and during the summer. City departments of cultural affairs, funded by state and local tax dollars, support arts education in our case-study sites, underwriting non-school education programs for students talented in specific ways and providing infrastructure (vetted lists of arts specialists who can be called on for teaching) to support other programs. State arts agencies often work through competitive grants, and local arts education programs apply for funding to support their work. In short, these agencies strive to provide the arts production function in localities and access to the arts, and they even support specific learning venues.

Private funders and philanthropies. Community-based providers and cultural organizations rely in part on local and national philanthropies to underwrite their efforts. Local foundations reported to us that they began in the 1970s and 1980s to significantly reallocate funding to such local organizations to ensure that children received some arts education. Indeed, local foundations are major funders of arts education in each of our six case-study sites. But not all foundations are simply behind-the-scenes funders. As discussed above, philanthropic organizations—the Annenberg Foundation, the Getty Center for Education in the Arts, The Ford Foundation, The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, The Wallace Foundation, etc.—have assumed major, national roles in the provision of arts learning through various contributions, including development of discipline-based constructs, development of national standards and the arts NAEP assessment, and support for arts infusion demonstrations.

Federal, state, and local education agencies. Even though states are not bound by the national standards and the inclusion of the arts in core curriculum, both of these were huge steps forward in supporting efforts to build consensus on what should be taught in schools. State public education agencies provide funding for local schools, as well as specific standards, curriculum and instructional guides, and some professional development supports for these schools. As such, these agencies influence but do not control the types and levels of arts education provided in schools and in after-school programs on school premises. Many states mandate arts education provision, but the absence of funding and accountability means that school districts and schools can and do interpret the mandates to suit their local circumstances.

Higher education institutions. Because schools of higher education train and provide the teachers and artists who interact directly with children, they are responsible for developing the arts specialist and artist educator pipelines into the schools and programs. Higher education institutions are in a position to heavily influence the quality of arts learning through the teachers and teaching artists themselves and their preparation. In addition, these institutions affect the supply of teachers and artists in a very unregulated market.
Interactions Among Providers and Influencers

Outside of normal contractual relationships (such as the school district central office contracting with providers for specific services), the main types of providers and influencers discussed above usually do not act in a coordinated fashion within communities to support arts learning. In fact, the opposite is more likely to be true. A previous discussion pointed to the negative effects of test-based accountability on the arts in schools and to the detrimental impact that the combination of test-based accountability, budget cuts, and site-based management has had on arts education in some schools. Some influencers, such as philanthropies, have acted to counter these negative trends in arts education, but seldom have they coordinated their actions. For example, philanthropies differ in their preferences for integrated versus discipline-based programs and for specific arts or arts experiences. In the absence of coordinated actions, these differences strongly affect what arts opportunities are presented to different children across a city and which arts education providers thrive or languish.

The experts we interviewed all agreed that the combination in communities of layers of regulations, different influences, and stovepiped funding streams has created a checkerboard effect. Each community has some outstanding arts opportunities; but for the majority of children, the array of arts offerings—if offerings exist for them at all—is idiosyncratic and unreliable. Children’s arts opportunities are shaped by such factors as specific school attended, access to transportation, and funding for OST programs. Respondents in each community noted that fine magnet school arts programs were in place for selected students, but that the majority of students faced a confused array of arts offerings that often changed from one year to the next as influencers changed funding support or policies.

Summary

This chapter has demonstrated that arts education in the public sphere struggles for legitimacy and for time and space in the school day. Arts education is characterized by a diverse array of providers, some of them competing with each other for the attention of children and families, and all of them competing with school subjects that have the benefit of greater attention and greater resources. Progress has been made through such steps as setting national standards, creating a national assessment, and producing research that supports arts benefits. But factors such as high-stakes testing and fiscal constraints have placed limits on progress. In short, most public provision of arts learning faces a constant struggle for space, time, and resources. Furthermore, the policymakers and funders with the most influence over the provision of arts education are a diverse group unaccustomed to working in coordination with each other.

In this situation, coordinated efforts among providers and influencers of arts education would seem to be the most natural way to jointly overcome the challenges.
But the effort to find a common cause is stymied by extensive disagreement in the field about goals and appropriate approaches for arts education. And matters are not improved by the severe fiscal conditions that exist in the arts education field, conditions that can promote competition where coordination is sorely needed. The next chapters investigate how these themes played out in the sites we studied.
This chapter describes the coordination efforts undertaken in our six case-study sites, or communities, to improve arts learning. Our intent here is to set the stage for the findings of our cross-site analyses, which are discussed in Chapters Four and Five. We thus provide only the information needed to discern the efforts’ differences and similarities, without regard to the quality of the arts learning provided.

The six communities had much in common when they began their efforts. All had very vibrant arts sectors comprising theaters, symphonies, museums, etc. All had a varied set of arts education providers, as well as foundations and state agencies that promoted arts learning. In short, all six communities had a strong set of arts assets from which to build a collaboration.

Furthermore, each community was within a state that had established school-curriculum content standards for the arts, mandates on the time schools were to spend per year on arts courses, and certification requirements for arts teachers.\(^1\) Table 3.1 sets out the relevant characteristics of the six school systems. As shown, schools in these communities were serving mainly minority students, many of whom were eligible for free or reduced-price lunches (an indicator of poverty). Many of the schools were also considered low performing. Each school district or set of school districts had experienced budget cuts over the years that affected the provision of school-based arts education. And the current accountability requirements and school-based management had eroded support for arts education in many schools and led to uneven access to arts education across schools.

Despite these commonalities, the arts education coordination efforts in these communities varied considerably, partially because of context and circumstances and partially because of choices each site made on important issues: location of provision (in school, OST), type of teacher (classroom teacher, arts teacher, teaching artist), form of delivery (stand-alone, integrated), groups to involve as partners, and who would lead the effort. Table 3.2 lists the choices made per site within the context of the collaborative initiative we chose to focus on in our study.

---

\(^1\) Education Commission of the States, 2005, lists state policies on arts education.
Table 3.1  
Characteristics of the Six Case-Study Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Alameda County</th>
<th>Boston</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Dallas</th>
<th>Los Angeles County</th>
<th>New York City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total populationd</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td>559,000</td>
<td>2,800,000</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>9,900,000</td>
<td>8,100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of districts</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>32e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total enrollment in public school district(s)</td>
<td>213,500f</td>
<td>57,000f</td>
<td>421,000</td>
<td>160,000</td>
<td>1,700,000f</td>
<td>1,100,000f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of schools</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent white</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent black</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Hispanic, any race</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent eligible for free and reduced-price lunch</td>
<td>32g</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>71h</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of schools meeting federal adequate yearly progress standards in 2006</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>69i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a All column data are 2006–07 from at-a-glance section of Boston Public Schools Web site (Boston Public Schools, undated) unless noted otherwise.
b All column data are FY2005–06 from at-a-glance section of Chicago Public Schools Web site (Chicago Public Schools, undated), unless noted otherwise.
c Dallas Independent School District.
d Based on 2005 or 2006 U.S. Census data estimates.
e This is the number of districts that New York City had when the case study began. By the end of the study, it had restructured as site-based management of all schools under one district.
f Based on 2007–08 data.
g As of 2001–02 (California Food Policy Advocates, 2002).
h As of 2001–02 (NCES, 2002b, Part 2 of Table 9).
i New York State Board of Regents, 2007.

The following sections describe the six communities in alphabetical order as of our study period. For each site, we offer information on context and motivation for change, coordination goals and efforts, and achievements as well as some prospects for the future.

**Alameda County**

In Alameda County, California, which is home to the cities of Berkeley and Oakland in the East Bay area, we focused on the countywide effort known as Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership. This effort had been in existence for over eight years at the time of our interviews (December 2006) and involved school districts, schools, cultural insti-
Table 3.2  
Key Choices of the Six Collaborative Efforts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Effort</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Location of Provision</th>
<th>Form of Delivery</th>
<th>Type of Teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alameda County: Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership</td>
<td>County Department of Education</td>
<td>Broad spectrum of providers and influencers</td>
<td>In school</td>
<td>Primarily integration</td>
<td>Teaching artist, teacher, arts teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston: Arts in OST improvement efforts</td>
<td>No clear lead</td>
<td>Mayor’s office, BASB⁷, foundations, community providers, cultural organizations</td>
<td>OST</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>Teaching artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago: Establishing an arts education advocate position in the school district</td>
<td>Local foundation coalition and district headquarters</td>
<td>School district, foundations</td>
<td>In school</td>
<td>Stand-alone courses</td>
<td>Arts teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas: Big Thought (Young Audiences through DALI⁸)</td>
<td>Community-based organization</td>
<td>Full spectrum of providers and influencers</td>
<td>In school, OST</td>
<td>Integration, stand-alone courses, neighborhood offerings</td>
<td>Teaching artist, teacher, arts teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles County: Arts for All</td>
<td>County Arts Commission</td>
<td>Broad spectrum of providers and influencers</td>
<td>In school</td>
<td>Integration, stand-alone courses</td>
<td>Teaching artist, teacher, arts teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City: Step-Up initiative</td>
<td>District headquarters</td>
<td>School districts, foundations, other city agencies</td>
<td>In school</td>
<td>Stand-alone courses</td>
<td>Teaching artist, arts teacher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁷ Boston After School and Beyond.  
⁸ Dallas Arts Learning Initiative.

Context and Motivation for Change

In Alameda County, with its 18 different school districts, arts education was slowly dismantled as the effects of Proposition 13, passed by California’s voters in 1978, reduced funding for local school districts. Provision of arts learning in the schools came to be uneven across the county. In California, the individual school districts provide education while the county offices of education provide mandated and voluntary services to the districts, such as review of district budgets, registration of teacher credentials, and professional development. In 1999, the newly elected Superintendent of Schools for Alameda County was dissatisfied with the provision of arts learning across the county and took action to improve it.
The superintendent clearly articulated her motivation for the effort: to systematically improve arts learning based on the belief that each child deserves a well-rounded, high-quality education, and that learning in and through the arts creates equitable classrooms and develops well-functioning adults. She saw unequal provision across school districts as a social justice issue. In addition, she was looking for a systematic approach, not piecemeal funding to aid isolated programs.

**Coordination Goals and Efforts**

The superintendent created an Arts Learning Manager position and hired a local, former arts-magnet school teacher for the position. Forty percent of the manager’s salary came from the county; the rest was covered by grant funding. The manager’s assignment was to systemically improve arts learning throughout the county. Soon after her hire, the county received a small state grant to implement standards-based instruction in music, dance, drama, and visual arts. Instead of simply passing this funding on to specific programs, the superintendent and arts manager used it to initiate systemic change. The arts learning manager convened countywide conversations, gathering together key arts education leaders who first came to exchange ideas and eventually served on advisory boards for the county’s work. She used the $25,000 grant to involve five districts and their communities in a strategic planning process and helped them garner ongoing resources to support their plans. In 2001, the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership was born of these efforts, so named to convey the belief that strong, sustainable leadership for this work must be cultivated across communities and at every level of the education system.

The goal of the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership was for every student in every school in the county to have access to arts education every day. The alliance supported both teaching the arts as a stand-alone discipline and integrating the arts into other subjects to enhance learning in both the arts and other disciplines. Its leadership believed that arts integration is necessary to link arts learning to a high-quality education for every child every day in a well-rounded education in all content areas.

The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership grew to be a network of individuals and organizations that included K–12 arts specialists, community-based providers, cultural organization representatives, artists, classroom teachers, school district officials, postsecondary education representatives, and members of school reform and parent organizations. Overseen by a 25-member steering committee and an advisory group made up of district arts education leaders, it held regular meetings, engaged in strategic planning, and established both informal feedback mechanisms, primarily through its relationship with its advisory group, and formal feedback mechanisms, via external evaluations of its work.

---

2 For full details on the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, see http://www.artiseducation.org/aall/aall.htm.
The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership received funding from The Ford Foundation to support its strategic planning sessions. It also relied on grants from the federal government and county funding. The state arts council provided some grants, and local businesses and others sponsored the alliance’s annual art shows of students’ work.

The overarching strategy of the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership was to develop arts education leaders at multiple levels. It offered services and funding to attract school districts and schools to join and then built the capacity of individual artists, teachers, principals, and district administrators to provide arts education in these districts and schools. In this way, the alliance hoped to create distributed leadership to sustain programs in the case of staff turnover, funding fluctuations, and even the disappearance of the alliance itself.

The activities of the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership included:

- **Supporting Model Arts Programming (MAP) districts.** The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership worked with districts to assess current arts programs and strategically plan for equitable access to the arts using a district assessment tool kit, training on assessment and planning, professional development, funding, and technical assistance. It mentored district leaders and community members and ensured sharing through quarterly meetings for MAP district leaders. School and school district plans varied; the alliance did not promote a particular model.
- **Supporting arts anchor schools.** Arts anchor schools operating in Berkeley, Emeryville, and Oakland school districts developed an arts education plan that was regularly reviewed by district-based facilitators. The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership established a network of arts providers, school reform coaches, and teaching artists to support anchor schools and their districts. This network met monthly to share and build better practices. The alliance also coordinated arts learning seminars for all arts learning anchor sites three times a year.
- **Developing a professional community.** The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership facilitated exchanges of information and resources by providing professional development to school-level teams to develop curriculum and conduct action research. Local arts college officials were active in providing professional development through and with the alliance.
- **Building advocacy.** The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership developed leaders at multiple levels in support of a countywide advocacy campaign to expand visibility of and support for arts education. It was training students, parents, teachers, principals, and district officials to speak with one voice so that they would more clearly articulate why arts learning matters to the education of the whole child, strong schools, and healthy communities. Alliance members had recently formed an “Arts Active Parents” group to advocate for arts education for their children. The alliance also supported regular arts exhibits showcasing student artwork and testimonials on the impact of arts education.
• Improving quality of instruction. The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership promoted quality by infusing the state’s visual and performing arts standards throughout all of its professional development sessions and its support for schools and school districts. It was training local artists and arts organizations in how to use state standards and training community-based providers and coaches who then could provide support and training throughout the county. This cascading training model promoted a standard of quality among community-based providers and coaches.

Achievements to Date and Future Prospects
The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership has helped build stable leadership, attract new resources, and create a network of organizations and individuals working in coordinated fashion to improve access to high-quality arts learning experiences. Members credited their lobbying efforts for the new state funding for arts education. Local community-based providers credited the alliance with increasing their opportunities to successfully win new grants. After eight years, 13 of Alameda County’s 18 school districts were involved in the alliance, developing or implementing a plan to serve all students in their districts.

With new funds from the state, the alliance was planning to expand its work—and herein lay a new challenge. The alliance would have to develop mechanisms to encourage the participation of school districts and schools that so far had not been interested in arts education. There was no way to know whether the new state funding would provide a sufficient incentive for districts and schools to improve their arts offerings. Moreover, community-based providers in Alameda County expressed concern that if demand did indeed grow, they might not be able to increase their current level of services. The county simply might not have enough artists and arts organizations to respond to growing demand for support and capacity building.

Boston
In Boston, we were pointed toward the OST community’s efforts to improve access to OST activities, which included support from foundations and the mayor’s office to improve access to arts learning activities in particular. At the time of our interviews (April 2007), the endeavors aimed at including arts learning in the OST sector were nascent and were headed by leaders from multiple organizations; there was no single, strong collaborative effort.

Context and Motivation for Change
Boston Public Schools was governed by a board appointed by the mayor, and school principals had been given considerable say over curriculum and instruction in return
for meeting specified standards for student achievement. Schools were given an allotment (based on student enrollment) for teachers of special subjects, such as arts and physical education. Some schools spent this allotment on science teachers, others on special education teachers, others on arts teachers.

In 1995, a staff position for Curriculum and Instruction, Fine Arts, was created to implement a newly developed arts policy. This office developed arts standards in dance, music, theater, and visual arts in 1997 and provided course descriptions in 1999. In 2003, the Curriculum and Instruction, Fine Arts, staff began bringing in a series of grants to support modest expansion. At the time of our study, the office was providing support to schools to improve the arts.

Interviewees argued that despite these efforts internal to the school system, school autonomy combined with continued budget constraints and high-stakes accountability had led to what was seen as a random set of arts opportunities in the public schools. Some schools had become very supportive of arts learning; others were less so as they sought to increase test scores in mathematics and reading.

In this context, groups in the community, including the mayor's office, foundations, philanthropists, and community-based organizations, had begun to look elsewhere for ways to improve arts provision, focusing on the growing OST initiatives. The different actors all described their goal for OST overall as working to provide equal opportunities for all children, with a heavy focus on at-risk youth in poorly served neighborhoods and reducing incidences of violence and other negative youth behavior. Several foundations also saw support for OST programs as a way to expose youth to the arts as a creative endeavor, thereby enriching their lives and, it was hoped, sparking the motivation to continue in school and avoid risky behaviors.

**Coordination Goals and Efforts**

Boston was clearly a center of OST activity, but the extent of coordination among the various parties was somewhat unclear. We describe the arrangement in Boston at the time of our study as one of many partners with no more than nascent coordination among them, especially as concerns the arts.

Early efforts by the Boston-based foundations—the Barr Foundation, Boston Foundation, and Cloud Foundation—focused the OST initiative on arts learning by funding research and audits of arts provision. From 1990 to about 2000, these foundations funded efforts to establish a community-based organization, Arts in Progress, to advocate for arts education and provide a broker-like service to ensure that school and OST programs accessed quality providers of arts learning, as well as quality curriculum and materials. Arts in Progress was led by a longtime community advocate for the arts who was credited both with bringing diverse groups together to plan and with having a style that alienated partners essential to the success of the efforts. This collaborative initiative has been credited with some successes, such as influencing the development of the 1994 Boston Public Schools arts policy. Its efforts fell apart when the director
left for another position, and it faded from the scene as efforts by the mayor’s office and others to provide more-general OST programs began to take hold.

In the late-1990s, the mayor’s office announced that all public schools in Boston would remain open until 6 p.m. for after-school programs and began a serious effort, supported by foundations, to improve OST programming. In addition, a community-based initiative led by local philanthropists sprang up to push for greater OST opportunities. In 2004, these two OST coordination efforts merged to form Boston After School and Beyond (BASB), a public/private partnership, to organize the networks and organizations comprising the OST field into a coherent system with the goal of expanding access to high-quality programming (Boston After School and Beyond, undated). This partnership raised over $30 million to support OST provision. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation sponsored a year-long planning effort for BASB to strengthen provision. With foundation support, audits of OST programs—including some that provided arts learning—were posted to the mayor’s office Web site for all to access. Locations of youth violence were mapped and overlapped with maps of OST activity provision to determine useful locations for new programs.

Because the coordination activities just described were not specific to the arts, other individuals and organizations attempted to fill some specifically arts-related gaps. For example, the Mayor’s Office of Arts, Tourism and Special Events appointed an Arts Education Director to build stronger OST arts programs. In focusing on the summer months (which were coming up at the time) and on increasing the provision of arts programs, the new director relied on the previous mapping to target neighborhoods. He convened local arts education experts, including the arts coordinator from BASB, to develop ideal program attributes that he could use as criteria for examining the backgrounds and lesson plans of possible providers.

In addition, the Barr Foundation supported the work of an arts coordinator in BASB whose task was to describe the networks of arts learning provision within distinct Boston neighborhoods and to develop networks in each neighborhood that would help the arts—and arts education—flourish. The arts coordinator set up a cooperative for arts supplies (Provider’s Arts Resource Center); she also developed a training guide for OST program providers to help them understand not only the resources that were available, but also the benefits of including arts learning in their programs. With others at BASB, she developed an annual fair for principals at which they could find out about programs available for OST in their neighborhoods and schools.

Finally, in response to numerous school requests for funds to support individual programs, the foundations and private donors pooled funding into the Edvestors Fund. This works as follows: Schools present their proposals to Edvestors Fund members in one- or two-day conferences, after which the funders determine which school and/or other programs to support. Arts program proposals compete equally with all other proposals for funding from the Edvestors Fund.
Achievements to Date and Future Prospects
Interviewees claimed that the number of OST slots for children had doubled over the preceding few years. (Note, however, that not all of these programs included arts learning.) Despite the efforts put forth to increase provision of OST programs, however, citywide coordination was still lacking. Interviewees expressed the need for a brokering organization that could better coordinate opportunities for all children in the city.

At the time of our study, both past and current efforts to coordinate organizations in Boston had benefited from strong leaders and start-up funds from foundations. Indeed, many programs in place at the time were capable of supporting accelerated coordination if groups were able to come together more effectively or an individual or organizational leader were to emerge. However, some people noted that the interest of key players was flagging. The Boston Foundation had committed its resources to helping low-performing schools, moving away from supporting both OST and arts learning programs. Similarly, MASS2020, a public charity essential to the progress that had been made, was shifting its focus from OST programming to extended-learning schools. And although the Barr Foundation remained committed to arts learning, this area was but one aspect of its giving. Despite the multiple efforts described above, it appeared that the city would benefit from further collaboration as individual providers and supporters continued their struggles to connect with each other and build a more coordinated system.

Chicago
During our interviews in Chicago (October and November 2006), we found little collaborative effort other than that of a group of foundations supporting the school district’s newly hired director for the arts (whose title changed to Director, Office of Arts Education, during our study). The city’s many other networks of providers and influencers were involved in their own efforts, but there was little coordination across them.

Context and Motivation for Change
In 1979, Chicago Public Schools was hit by a fiscal crisis so severe that many arts specialist (and other) positions were cut from the budget (Rabkin and Redmond, 2004). This crisis also precipitated a reduction in the school day to just under six hours. In 1988, after a series of teacher strikes, the Illinois General Assembly passed the Chicago School Reform Act, giving the schools significant site-based authority. That same year, the Illinois Alliance for Arts Education produced standards for arts education. In 1992, Chicago Public Schools began to provide for 0.5 full-time equivalent arts teachers for every 700 to 750 students.
In the years after the decline of the arts programs, Chicago’s arts education provider groups grew through sustained funding from local foundations such as the Jamee and Marshall Field Foundation and The Chicago Community Trust. Urban Gateways and CAPE created and sustained partnerships among schools, teachers, artists, and cultural organizations offering artist residencies, professional development, etc. The Center for Community Arts Partnerships, run out of Columbia College, also provided arts education experiences during and after school through local artists. These organizations grew over the years but reached fewer than half of the city’s schools.

Chicago’s OST scene has also grown, again with significant support from foundations; but the focus in this case has not been solely on the arts. At the time of our study, community-based organizations, such as After School Matters, the Chicago Parks District, and the 100 community schools (those structured and funded to provide additional services before, during, and after school), were offering an array of children’s programs, only some of which were arts focused.

Even with these flourishing organizations and partnerships, there was dissatisfaction among the city’s providers and influencers over uneven access to arts learning opportunities across the schools. In 2002, The Chicago Community Trust conducted a survey of arts education provision across schools and found that schools offered primarily visual arts and music and that provision was fragmented, unassessed, and random (Donaldson and Pearsall, 2002). Although most people surveyed knew standards existed, most teachers reported that they did not teach to the standards and that training was uneven. The survey also identified 144 different arts organizations that were providing artists or programs to schools with support from 200 foundations in the city, all without any coordination. Fortified with these facts, The Chicago Community Trust began a campaign to improve access across schools.

Coordination Goals and Efforts
The Chicago Community Trust leaders aspired to something more systematic and less idiosyncratic and questioned the wisdom of individual schools working with outside providers to offer arts integration experiences. In 2002, the trust launched a new initiative to develop a sequential arts demonstration program that would be provided in schools based on geographic clusters spread across the city specifically to capture a range of schools and students. In what represented a coordinated effort to fund systemic change, 13 local foundations aligned with the trust in supporting this initiative.

In the initiative’s first year of implementation, the foundations selected four clusters and one individual school based on applications from interested schools that were geographically dispersed and served diverse populations. Only elementary schools were eligible. Schools received planning and then implementation grants, some of which required matched funding. A 40-member community task force oversaw this initiative.
The initiative was embedded in the system itself, as opposed to the more frequent practice of hiring local arts organizations to work with schools one at a time, and all money went directly to schools rather than to outside vendors. This approach brought its own obstacles, such as difficulties related to getting the funding to the schools, finding key people who could support the initiative from within the system, and dealing with turnover among these key supporters. The trust took stock of this program in 2004 and concluded that although progress had been made, the problem of random, unassessed programs spread across only a few schools was not being fixed. Indeed, the program was adding one more element to an already complicated mix.

Leaders of the trust began to view efforts in New York City and the Los Angeles Unified School District as ways to achieve greater change. The trust persuaded the Chicago school superintendent to hire a director for the arts, a key element of these two other efforts. This director was to sit in the superintendent’s cabinet and lead an effort to provide all students in Chicago Public Schools with access to in-school, sequential, standards-based arts education in all four disciplines. The school district crafted an agreement with The Chicago Community Trust (and 17 other foundations and individuals, continuing the leveraged funding model) to share the cost of the search and the new director’s salary for the first three years.

At the time of our visit (fall 2006), the new director had only recently been selected and was embarking on a state grant-funded strategic planning process for arts education. His title became Director, Office of Arts Education, when this new office was created around the same time. At the end of our study period, he held a staff position with minimal authority over school principals. The Office of Arts Education’s budget was $1.3 million, 50 percent of which was dedicated for office staff salaries. The director did not control the larger share of funding that might be used for the arts (or other purposes)—that share was directly under the management of school principals.

Enthusiasm for this change was based in part on the idea that at least arts education would be represented in major policy discussions within school district headquarters. Although this position ended up not being at the cabinet level, it nonetheless represents progress in establishing an advocate for the arts at the level of the central school district office. The plan was that the funding collaborative led by The Chicago Community Trust would not only help fund this position, but would become an ongoing gift circle for bringing in vendors such as CAPE and the Chicago Arts Institute. Foundation leaders hoped that these organizations would maintain their involvement in the school district but within an organized structure. Foundation supporters hoped that the new director would work to align various efforts throughout the city, including the magnet and cluster schools, to bring about more-universal access.

Achievements to Date and Prospects for the Future
Despite a varied set of well-known providers, we found very little coordination in Chicago other than among the foundations, although many more-limited efforts were
under way across the city to increase and improve arts learning experiences for children. Indeed, several individual providers reported that they had no desire to coordinate provision citywide and were content to provide deeper services to a few schools within the system. The most notable broad-scale change taking place was the 2006 appointment of the director that was funded by a consortium of foundations and givers.

We found two conditions in Chicago that we thought might hamper the new director’s efforts to coordinate providers and ultimately provide arts learning experiences for all students. First, as interviewees noted, school principals were still in possession of important decision-making power in this system and would have to be convinced, along with lead teachers and local school councils, of the arts’ value one by one. Second, as was revealed when interviewees were closely questioned, there were competing philosophies and approaches among the organizational actors in Chicago. Some community-based providers had developed integrated practices to fit arts learning into the narrow time and space afforded by the school day. Over time, many of these providers had come to see this as a preferred way to provide arts instruction (Burnaford, Aprill, and Weiss, 2001) and had worked to improve this form of provision. Moreover, having suffered the setbacks of the previous three decades, they did not trust Chicago Public Schools leaders to maintain arts programming. Thus, they argued for building networks of distributed leaders, advocates, and practitioners who could remain resilient in the face of barriers to provision and build stronger community support for arts learning over time. In their view, this approach supported greater resiliency and sustainability. Other respondents, however, envisioned a sequential standards-based approach with stand-alone courses throughout a student’s schooling. Some providers and influencers within the city even viewed the integrated approaches as inferior and as supplemental to the arts as stand-alone courses. At the time of our visit, these two camps, while not at war, preferred to exist side by side. It was too early to predict whether the new director would be able to mesh these two approaches into a more coherent provision of arts education.

Dallas

In our visit to Dallas (October 2006), we focused on a community-based organization called Big Thought and its programmatic evolution, which culminated in the Dallas Arts Learning Initiative (DALI). In a ten-year period, all provider and influencer groups had become involved in Big Thought’s citywide effort to improve arts education, and the initiative had attracted both local and national foundation funding.

Context and Motivation for Change

According to our interviewees, the provision of arts education had been dramatically reduced throughout the state of Texas by the late 1980s. Schools were facing incen-
tives to improve pass rates on standardized achievement tests so that students would be allowed to participate in extracurricular activities.

In 1987, with seed funding from local foundations, three arts education advocates opened a Young Audiences chapter in Dallas that offered performances at schools, workshops for students, and a large artist in-school residency program. At that time, no other arts organizations trained artists to work in schools.

In 1995, the City of Dallas Office of Cultural Affairs initiated conversations with Young Audiences of North Texas and other local community-based providers on the subject of working collaboratively to systemically improve access to arts education for all children in the city. Together, these groups conducted an audit to determine what arts experiences were being offered at which schools. The audit produced preliminary evidence that approximately one-third of Dallas Independent School District schools (those in high-income areas) were high resourced, one-third offered art or music about once a month, and one-third (those in the highest-poverty areas) provided nothing. Leaders of these different organizations publicized the results, emphasizing the neighborhood-based inequity of provision. Thus began a more formal commitment, based on equity concerns, to improve arts education.

In 1998, the state signaled renewed support for the arts by adopting the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for the Fine Arts. Our interviewees reported that while high schools were adhering to the graduation requirement of one arts credit, many elementary and middle schools were not complying with state guidelines for instruction in the arts.

**Coordination Goals and Efforts**

In 1997, the Office of Cultural Affairs committed $50,000 to rectify the provision inequity based on neighborhood, and the Dallas Independent School District committed another $50,000. This funding launched ArtsPartners, a public-private partnership and an outgrowth of Young Audiences of North Texas, whose goal was to provide an integrated arts learning experience to all elementary students in the school district and whose funding came from the district, the city, and private donors. ArtsPartners started with 13 schools, one from each ward in the city. Each school received funding to purchase direct services for students in exchange for participating in the design of an improvement plan.

During a ten-year period, the leaders of Young Audiences accumulated arts programs, donors, and partners in addition to ArtsPartners. Young Audiences directed its programming at diverse populations, such as youth in the juvenile justice system, library goers, and pre-schoolers. ArtsPartners provided mostly in-school programming; it also served as a broker between arts organizations and the school district, managing the contracting, invoicing, and payment processes. In the early 2000s, the directors of Young Audiences recognized that the various programs and services they were overseeing would benefit from a larger, more expansive organizational name and structure.
Revitalizing Arts Education Through Community-Wide Coordination

Big Thought,\(^3\) incorporated to serve this purpose in 2004, provided ArtsPartners and its other tenant programs with many services, including program design, private-sector fundraising, governance, and fiscal management.

Big Thought has received funding from local business donors (e.g., American Airlines, Bank of America, IBM), national foundations (e.g., The Ford Foundation), arts agencies (the NEA, Texas Commission on the Arts, etc.), and local foundations. In addition, the school district and the City of Dallas Office of Cultural Affairs have remained faithful funders.

To create this pool of funds and the private-public partnership, leaders had to convince all partner organizations—including the community-based providers, OST and cultural organizations, and city departments—that they would be better off using a coordinated organizational and funding mechanism than applying individually for separate funding.

The leadership of Big Thought has been credited with an inclusive and engaging style. As one member put it when discussing how Big Thought’s leaders approached the task of building stronger partners across the community: “In that environment (of high-stakes testing on reading and math), we had to have multiple stakeholders at multiple levels, because people changed jobs every six months. This was a very deliberate strategy of having multiple heads, multiple support, and some inside and some outside—and from every level, starting from teachers up.”

Big Thought successfully applied to The Ford Foundation for funding to develop greater public support for arts education that favored an integrated approach. It used the award to engage parents and the general community in its development of advocates for arts education. A staff member of Big Thought said, “Our role became advocacy and educating the community on the value of the arts, not the value of Big Thought.”

In 2006, The Wallace Foundation approached Big Thought with an investment opportunity: It challenged Big Thought to develop a plan for expanding its services. The ensuing planning process, which stretched across multiple organizations, culminated in Big Thought’s launching of DALI in February 2007.\(^4\) While coordinated approaches and budding partnerships had begun under ArtsPartners, the creation of DALI began a new level of coordinated effort within the community of Dallas arts education providers to improve access to arts learning experiences. DALI has been a partnership among city, district, and local community-based providers and cultural organizations. At the time of our study, the DALI leadership committee included the Big Thought executive director and board president; the city manager, mayor, and deputy mayor; the district superintendent and a board member; and representatives of local chambers of commerce.

---

\(^3\) Big Thought’s Web site is (as of January 1, 2008) http://www.bigthought.org.

\(^4\) The DALI Web site (as of December 26, 2007) is http://www.dallasartslearning.org.
With support from Wallace, Big Thought convened players throughout the city in a series of visioning and planning exercises. Working in committees over several months, they decided on three strands for DALI: standards-based instruction in all public elementary schools; arts and cultural integration to support both classroom teachers and arts specialists at the elementary level; OST provision for all youth and their family members. The third of these strands heavily involved the city departments of parks and recreation and libraries, as well as community centers, in a neighborhood-level arts education initiative.

Wallace then provided a three-year, $8 million grant to Big Thought to manage DALI. Big Thought was matching this amount through local fundraising efforts; for example, Bank of America provided $1 million toward the initiative. The public sector—the school district, the City of Dallas Office of Cultural Affairs, and the U.S. Department of Education—provided approximately $17 million. In total, DALI represented a $39.8 million program.

DALI has continued the arts integration work of over 50 community-based providers through ArtsPartners, and at the time of our study, Big Thought was planning to improve the quality of these integration experiences. Additionally, DALI was supporting the school district’s efforts to expand sequential in-school courses and was working with a new Executive Director of Fine Arts to advocate for hiring arts specialists and developing a strong sequential arts curriculum. DALI’s ambitions centered on launching significant new OST opportunities that would be embedded in distinct communities across the city. Big Thought was considering the use of programs that constitute “gateway” arts experiences, the idea being to offer these programs and then expand into more-traditional arts experiences. It was thought that gateway experiences might include programs on sewing, pet care, personal grooming, gardening, fashion, or cosmetology. Such programs would be offered in as many as 20 distinct neighborhoods, each with its own cultural personality, and each neighborhood would have a “hub” that provides both information and programming. Local staff would canvas neighborhoods to determine needs and coordinate program offerings.

Achievements to Date and Prospects for the Future

Through the efforts of Young Audiences, ArtsPartners, and now Big Thought, access to arts learning experiences in Dallas has steadily increased. At the time of our study, Big Thought was managing Young Audiences, ArtsPartners, and other long-standing tenant programs, as well as DALI, partnering with more than 70 community agencies—such as the school district, library systems, child care centers, recreation centers, and juvenile detention facilities—to improve access to quality arts learning programs for children across the city.

After ten years of coordinated efforts, all elementary school students in Dallas were being exposed to arts learning experiences, and the district was planning to hire 140 new arts specialists to serve all elementary grade levels. There were significant levels
of collaboration across the entire ecology of the arts education sector, with conversations on quality evolving collaboratively. Furthermore, most of the planned expansions to increase access had been funded. Therefore, it was likely that DALI would continue to be supported over time.

Los Angeles County

In visiting Los Angeles County (fall 2006 and winter 2006–07), we focused on the countywide effort known as Arts for All: Los Angeles County Regional Blueprint for Arts Education (Los Angeles County Arts Commission, undated-a). Similar to the Alameda County effort, the one in Los Angeles County was being led by a county-level organization and had involved an array of providers and influencers over a five-year period.

Context and Motivation for Change

In reaction to the 1978 passage of Proposition 13, many Los Angeles County school districts cut their budgets by removing music, drama, dance, and visual arts from the schools. The delivery of arts education programs grew sporadic and inequitable. In 1993, a coalition of arts and arts education advocates across Los Angeles County began meeting regularly to strategize on advocacy for public support of the arts. Members of the coalition suspected that access to arts education in the county’s school districts was uneven. In 2000, the Los Angeles County Arts Commission, whose leaders and staff were part of the coalition, commissioned and partially funded a survey of arts education throughout the county.5 Data were collected through in-person interviews with officials from 80 of the then 82 school districts. The results, released in May 2001, provided baseline data on arts education. They showed wide variation in the degree to which the arts were included in curricula across schools in the county. Results were shared with stakeholders in community forums in what became a year-long, community-based strategic planning process focused on arts education, a first step in efforts to better coordinate improvement within the county. During our case-study visit, interviewees argued that this lengthy convening step was key and that it elicited leaders from the stakeholders that would have been difficult to identify otherwise. Efforts then focused on improving access across the districts and schools.

Also in 2001, California’s State Board of Education adopted content standards for visual and performing arts, thereby signaling renewed support for arts education. Five years later, the state announced a new categorical funding stream of just over $100 million to support the implementation of sequential, standards-aligned instruction in

5 The results are documented in Arts in Focus: Los Angeles Countywide Arts Education Survey (Museums Without Walls, Los Angeles, 2001).
the arts in grades K–12 (California Department of Education, 2007). In addition, the state provided a one-time apportionment of $500 million for equipment, supplies, and professional development to support arts, music, and physical fitness education. Funding was allocated to central school district offices. Many of our interviewees expressed hope that the arts would be restored in California’s schools. Many also believed that restoration of the arts would be challenging given the lack of arts education in most schools over the previous 30 years (Woodworth, Gallagher, and Guha, 2007).

Coordination Goals and Efforts
These community-based strategic planning efforts culminated in a design for improving access to arts education across the county. In July 2002, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors adopted Arts for All: Los Angeles County Regional Blueprint for Arts Education, a ten-year strategic plan to restore sequential, standards-based arts education—in dance, music, theater, and visual arts—to the 1.7 million students in Los Angeles County’s 80 school districts (Los Angeles County Arts Commission, 2002).

A representative from Arts for All stressed that when the initiative was launched, there was general recognition in the arts education community that money spent on community-based providers had not led to systemic access to arts education in schools. Therefore, the focus of the new efforts was to be on assisting school districts in developing budgets, personnel, and policies to support arts education within their districts.

At the time of our study, an Arts for All executive committee was leading this effort. Representatives of the Los Angeles County Arts Commission and the Los Angeles County Office of Education served on this committee, along with county-level elected officials, local business executives, the director of the California Alliance for Arts Education, and an executive of a local arts education provider. The Los Angeles County Arts Commission, in conjunction with the Los Angeles County Office of Education, provided dedicated staff time in support of the initiative. At the time of our site visit, this committee was “virtual” (i.e., it had no office space or full-time leadership).

Arts for All emphasized the building of infrastructure in the county’s school districts to support comprehensive, standards-based, sequential arts education offered within the school day. Districts would decide whether to institute stand-alone arts courses or to provide sequential instruction via integration of the arts into other disciplines.

Arts for All’s strategic plan had four goals:

1. Each of the 80 school districts in Los Angeles County (and the Los Angeles County Office of Education classrooms) would enact a policy, adopt a plan with timeline, hire a district-level arts coordinator, approve a 5 percent district budget allocation to implement sequential K–12 arts education, and hire a sufficient number of arts specialists to achieve at least a 400:1 ratio of students to credentialed arts teachers.
2. Implementers and policymakers would have sufficient tools, information, and professional development to achieve sequential K–12 arts education.

3. Each of the 80 school districts would mobilize an active coalition of advocates to establish, sustain, and support sequential K–12 arts education.

4. Funding policies of public and private donors would support and align with the vision and mission of this plan.

Arts for All was supported by a pooled fund that was established in 2004 with a $500,000 gift and fostered by the leadership of one of the executive committee members. This fund supported technical assistance training and key components of districts’ plans. Close to $1.5 million had been committed at the time of our study, matched by $1.5 million from participating school districts. Donors included local foundations, local businesses, and national corporations. Together the donors served as a governing board, meeting quarterly to vote on how to allocate the pooled funds.

Starting in 2003–04, the Arts for All executive committee invited selected school districts to receive multi-year technical assistance. These districts and subsequent cohorts received coaching to support planning and some implementation of their plans. In response to new state funding in California, Arts for All recast its original technical assistance model in the winter of 2006–07. All school districts not already participating in Arts for All were offered a choice of three technical assistance models whose (subsidized) costs were based on level of service selected and size of school district. All district-level arts coordinators became eligible for training through Arts for All. In addition to supporting school district planning and implementation, Arts for All also supported artist in-school residencies.

Achievements to Date and Prospects for the Future
The establishment of Arts for All represented achievements in data collection, fund-raising, and infrastructure building by dedicated leaders. The most important achievement was that school districts in Los Angeles County began aligning themselves with Arts for All and developing and implementing plans to improve arts education. After six years of coordinated efforts to improve access to arts education, 19 school districts were being served under the original, or old, Arts for All model, and nine had signed up for one of the three new models. This means that one-third of the school districts in Los Angeles County were participating in Arts for All—i.e., were developing or implementing a plan to provide arts learning experiences to all students in their districts.

Arts for All leaders were planning to continue to expand, their efforts bolstered by recent new state funds. However, we identified at least two potential obstacles to continued expansion.

First, the capacity to meet the increasing demand for Arts for All services may be insufficient. Interviewees stressed that the school districts being worked with were needing more support than Arts for All leaders had anticipated and that the districts’
capacity for providing arts education was turning out to be lower than had been believed. At the same time, new school districts were joining Arts for All each year. Providing sufficient support to both the existing and the new school districts will thus be an ongoing challenge. Second, Arts for All was attracting districts that were willing, interested, and ready to join the initiative. Eventually, however, Arts for All leaders will have to develop mechanisms to incentivize districts that previously were not ready to focus on arts education. It is too soon to tell whether the new state funding alone will provide an adequate incentive for these districts.

New York

For our New York City interviews (March 2007), we focused on the public school system’s effort to coordinate improved access to arts education—called the Step-Up initiative and supported by a grant from The Wallace Foundation—in the city’s schools. As in Chicago, this effort was led from within the school district and did not evolve to include the city’s numerous providers and influencers in a fully collaborative network.

Context and Motivation for Change

After a decade of constant budget cuts, the New York City schools laid off 15,000 teachers in 1975–76. Schools were no longer encouraged to hire arts specialists, and positions in the central school district office dedicated to arts education were reduced. Community-based providers, such as ArtsConnection and Studio in a School, began to develop what was thought to be transitional provision of arts learning during this time of crisis, their support coming primarily from local funders, including foundations. But the decline in arts instruction turned out to be more enduring: “By 1991, the last year for which systematic arts data was collected by the Board of Education, two-thirds of the schools had no licensed art or music teachers” (CAE, 2007, p. 10).

New community-based providers sprang up to fill the void, and cultural organizations improved and increased their educational programming. As a result, New York City became home to some of the best-known programs in the nation. Together these groups reportedly provided $37 million in services to New York City’s public schools, including more than $25 million for education programs (New York City Arts in Education Roundtable, 2006). New York City also became home to arts education advocacy organizations such as ArtsVision and CAE, whose mission was to restore, stimulate, and sustain the systemic return of arts education to the city’s public schools.

In 1997, when the city budget finally had some slack, the mayor’s office recognized the widespread support for restoring arts education and funded the creation of Project Arts, a categorical fund of $25 million to support arts in the schools. Within two years, this funding was increased to $75 million. Over time, changes in leadership affected the level and manner of funding. After New York City’s mayor gained control
of the public schools in 2002, he changed the administrative structure significantly. In 2003, the city decreased funding to $67.5 million per year for Project Arts and distributed the funds evenly to schools at a rate of $63.44 per student to eliminate inequities across schools.

Also in 2003, the schools were charged with refocusing the arts, and three major efforts were undertaken. First, an Office of Arts and Special Projects was established and, over the course of several months, staffed with a Senior Instructional Manager for Arts Education and four directors, one each for dance, music, theater, and visual arts. This office assumed responsibility for creating guidelines for the use of Project Arts funds. Second, this team worked with experts from universities, community-based providers, and cultural organizations throughout the city to develop “the Blueprints”—arts education guidelines matched to the New York state standards (New York City Department of Education, 2004). Third, the staff began to focus on hiring arts specialists and offering professional development in the Blueprints to all schools. Those schools with high interest in the arts worked with their regional arts supervisors to provide additional professional development and other opportunities to improve.

All of our interviewees agreed that arts education provision within New York City’s public schools was still highly erratic, varying significantly from school to school and across grades. This situation has been exacerbated by a lack of arts teachers: “Although about 40,000 teachers have been added to the New York City school system since 1975—brining the current total to about 84,000—no more than 2,000 of them are arts specialists. . . . [I]t would cost $150 million to $200 million to hire arts specialists for every school” (Pogrebin, 2006).

**Coordination Goals and Efforts**
In 2005, The Wallace Foundation approached the New York City Department of Education with a request for a proposal for a planning grant to improve arts learning. The grant was to be used to help establish a more coordinated system of arts learning using in-school time and OST, and the education department was expected to coordinate improvement efforts with other organizations across the city. The department responded with a proposal led by the Office of Arts and Special Projects with a team from the Fund for Public Schools, Department of Cultural Affairs, and CAE. The proposal called for a ten-month planning period to gather information on the current state of arts education and develop a plan; it also promised to involve multiple partners and to bridge in-school and OST arts learning providers to bring community resources into a coordinated effort. The goal was to have each school, over a phased three-year period, enter into a consultancy process, called Step-Up, with the education department in order to develop plans for both infusing the arts into the school and meeting standards. At the end of this process, all schools would be providing quality arts education experiences or would have plans to do so. The New York City Department of Education was given the grant and began its planning for the Step-Up process.
As part of the planning process, schools were surveyed to gather information on courses and enrollment. The survey showed uneven participation in arts learning throughout the system. For example, 86 percent of middle schools taught two arts forms, but only 50 percent of their students enrolled in the courses. Those schools offering English as a Second Language programs or other additional required classes reported that there was no time in the day for the arts. Elementary schools were supposed to be offering four arts forms, but only 25 percent of them reported doing so. The survey also established that approximately 150 schools had no full-time arts specialists.

According to observers outside the education department, after the initiative got off to a promising start with several meetings and the involvement of many actors, the Office of Arts and Special Projects’ implementation of the planning grant appeared to concentrate on continued hiring of arts specialists for the public schools and increased professional development for teachers in the Blueprint. Non-department interviewees noted that efforts to involve outside providers appeared to be relegated to a lower priority, along with OST provision. It appeared that little effort was going into building partnerships with the very vibrant arts community and the extensive arts education community outside the schools.

The Step-Up initiative was further stalled, in April 2007, when the Chancellor of the New York City Department of Education changed policy and announced a new plan: The ten regional superintendent offices, along with the regional arts supervisors, would be eliminated by September 2007, and school principals would be given significant autonomy in selecting school support organizations and determining curriculum. Furthermore, Project Arts funding would be rolled into the larger budgets for schools in the 2007–08 school year, thus removing categorical funding for arts education. Many in the arts education community told us they believed that principals, facing strong accountability for reading and mathematics and given no categorical arts funding or regional district support, would further reduce the provision of arts education in their schools. Many of our respondents predicted that absent a strong collaboration with partners outside the schools, the Step-Up initiative would collapse. As of October 2007, no definitive decisions about the initiative had been made.

Achievements to Date and Prospects for the Future
The history of this effort offers a counterexample to some of the other histories. The Office of Arts and Special Projects was planning to continue its school surveys, but there was no way to know whether principals, given their new autonomy, would continue to support the arts as they had under categorical funding. Some feared that many of the small community-based providers would not survive an arts education downscaling. The Office of Arts and Special Projects, however, was hopeful not only that the level of resources dedicated to arts education would remain at least stable, but also that schools would be held accountable for providing quality arts learning experiences. It was not yet clear at the time of our visit how this accountability would occur.
Summary

This chapter has detailed the context for and evolution of coordinated efforts to improve access to arts learning experiences at six sites. Arts education experts and collected information on arts education efforts led us to expect that these six sites would offer “something interesting” in collaborative approaches to building better arts education systems. As it turned out, however, some of them did not involve much collaboration and/or were not focused predominantly on arts education. To us, this is a strong indication that the knowledge base on community efforts to improve arts education is simply not there. Much more could be done to share knowledge of practices across communities to the mutual benefit of cities around the nation that are attempting to build better arts education systems.

Nevertheless, we did find that the six sites had much in common in types of providers and influencers, histories of downturns caused by budget issues, changes brought about by test-based accountability, and the idiosyncratic and poor provision of arts education that resulted. They all also had a very rich set of assets that could be drawn on to build a collaborative effort. One major separating issue in the cases appears to be whether a leader(s) with a unifying vision and organizational and collaborative adeptness emerges from the particular circumstances to better deploy existing assets across organizations and enable the growth of new, necessary assets.

Closer inspection showed that the details of the sites’ environments and the specific views of important parties influenced the paths that sites took toward collaborative efforts. We found that these collaborative efforts were quite “local,” with the strengths and weaknesses of specific actors and organizations greatly influencing the choices and progress made. The six sites varied in their focus on in-school versus OST provision of arts education, as well as in whether provision would take the form of stand-alone courses or arts integration. They also varied in governance structures, policies, and funding, which clearly made a difference in their choices and how the effort proceeded.

We found that three of the sites, Alameda and Los Angeles counties and Dallas, had functioning collaborations only after at least five years of effort and only under the auspices of community-based or county-based organizations. Within this small sample of six, efforts that were lodged in the central office of a large school district had difficulty reaching out to external partners to build collaborations and suffered when funding was short or cut. These patterns and the others we found are discussed in the next two chapters, which further explore lessons we can learn from the case studies about how to begin collaboration and how to sustain it.
This chapter describes the most prevalent strategies used by our six case studies to improve both access to and quality of children’s arts learning experiences. Some strategies were used to improve either access or quality; others, such as strategic planning and capacity building, were used to improve both. We begin by describing these strategies in the order in which they were implemented in the sites, but it should be noted that many of them were pursued simultaneously or iteratively. We then discuss why the sites employed these strategies and how they implemented them. We also point out tensions and limitations inherent in these strategies.

Strategies to Improve Access

At all of the sites, interviewees pointed out that high-quality arts education programs have existed in their schools and communities for many years. We selected our case studies partly because of their reputations for concerted, coordinated efforts to improve access to these quality experiences. The coordination efforts in the six sites were at different stages at the time of our study: They were just beginning in Chicago and Boston, they were changing course in New York City, and they were at a point where they could provide evidence of having improved access to arts learning experiences in Alameda and Los Angeles counties and Dallas.

Across the sites, we observed different strategies in use for improving access. The eight most prevalent were as follows:

1. conducting audits of arts education
2. setting a goal of access for all
3. strategic planning
4. constructing a case
5. attracting and leveraging resources
6. hiring an arts education coordinator highly placed within the school district administration
7. building individual and organizational capacity
8. advocating.

**Conducting Audits of Arts Education**

The sites used audits to gather information on how many students were served by arts learning programs by school, neighborhood, or region. Respondents indicated that this information was useful for several purposes, including highlighting inequities in provision in order to galvanize funders and policymakers, and establishing plans to fill gaps in provision. Audits often served as the first step in igniting coordinated efforts to improve access.

All sites except Alameda County conducted audits to determine how many children were served throughout their region. All of these audits except Boston’s focused on in-school provision. In Boston, foundations supported the mapping of OST opportunities against incidences of violence to determine opportunities for expanded provision.

Leaders of the various coordination efforts used different approaches for the school-level audits in Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles County, and New York City. The Chicago Community Trust conducted a survey in 2002. In Dallas, Young Audience leaders worked with the city’s Office of Cultural Affairs to analyze data from the city school district in 1997. In Los Angeles County, the County Arts Commission commissioned interviews with each of 82 district superintendents in 2000. In New York City, the District Office of Arts and Special Projects audited arts specialists and courses in 2006.¹

Audits in these four sites all revealed similar patterns: Access to arts education in these regions was inequitable. In Dallas, arts education provision was more prevalent in wealthier areas of the city. In Chicago, Los Angeles County, and New York City, arts education provision depended on the values, proclivities, and skills of district superintendents and school principals. All four sites had high-quality arts education programs, but students’ access to these programs depended on the school they attended and was, at best, idiosyncratic.

Leaders in these four sites reported using audit results to galvanize support for more-equitable provision of arts education and to launch coordinated efforts to overcome inequities. The Illinois Arts Alliance conducted a similar audit throughout the state of Illinois and heavily publicized the results, leading, in the opinion of its officials, to state funding of planning grants for districts to improve student access to arts learning. Young Audiences, in Dallas, used its audit results to rouse the district into providing seed funding for ArtsPartners. Survey results for Los Angeles County were widely publicized and used to persuade funders to support Arts for All.

¹ Funding received from The Wallace Foundation allowed this office to collect information on arts education in schools that had never before been collected.
Although all of these sites reported that their audits were useful, we noted that the audit approaches were not equivalent to each other—for example, some data used were longitudinal, some were from a single point in time, some were quantitative, and some were qualitative surveys/self-reports.

**Setting a Goal of Access for All**

Many leaders of the coordinated efforts in our six sites perceived arts education as a social justice issue, arguing that uneven access is unfair. In all sites, individual organizations (e.g., Chicago Public Schools) or coordinating bodies (e.g., Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership) had established a goal to provide quality arts learning experiences to either all children in school (Alameda and Los Angeles counties) or children in general (Dallas). Most sites used the results of the audits to secure buy-in on this goal from other providers and influencers, including funders.

Leaders reported that establishing this goal was an important first step to improved access to arts learning. If the sites did not intentionally work toward access for all children, they reasoned, then access for all would be highly improbable given the idiosyncratic nature of current in-school and OST arts learning provision. They thought that equal access to arts learning would be prevented from coming about naturally because of the current heavy emphasis on test scores in subjects other than the arts, the lack of time for arts learning during the school day, and uneven participation in OST programs.

**Strategic Planning**

Most of the sites were in the midst of ongoing strategic planning efforts. Alameda County’s Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership had funding from The Ford Foundation to support ongoing strategic planning sessions aimed at setting strategies for increasing access. The new Director, Office of Arts Education, in the Chicago Public Schools was involved in strategic planning funded by a state arts education planning grant. Big Thought, in Dallas, had just concluded a planning effort, funded by Wallace, that produced a new plan for delivering expanded services to children and their families across the city. Arts for All, in Los Angeles County, had recently held retreats to strategically plan how to improve services to districts because of new state funding being received for arts education. And New York City’s Department of Education had recently concluded a planning process, also funded by The Wallace Foundation.

**Constructing a Case**

For our study, constructing a case, or case-making, means building an argument for why a school, district, or other organization should provide or support arts education. This particular strategy draws on other strategies, such as establishing a goal of access for all, and supports other strategies, such as attracting resources and conducting advocacy. Case-making is important because decisionmakers, faced with scarce
resources, must rely on it in deciding among competing priorities in school and OST settings. Furthermore, because decisionmakers are accountable to governing boards, parents, and others, the importance of case-making often extends further, to more-general stakeholders.

Most of our sites deliberately developed arguments for arts education to garner stakeholder support. Some sites advanced multiple reasons for providing children with arts learning experiences, including that arts education would engage students and thus motivate them to remain in and succeed in school, and would engender greater societal economic benefits as well as participation in and sustainability of the arts.

Some site leaders had hired professional case-making firms. Members of the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, in Alameda County, partnered with professional messaging firms to craft specific wording and phrases, for example. Leaders of this alliance then trained parents and others to use this vocabulary in pursuit of a common language to describe and convince others of the benefits of arts education.

Attracting and Leveraging Resources
At all of our sites, the resources available for arts education varied. Schools lacked time, qualified teachers, sufficient space and materials, and, perhaps most important of all, dedicated funding for arts education. According to district and foundation respondents, principals assigning priorities to subjects in schools often did so based on their own values and judgments. And if they chose to support the arts, they needed to be highly skilled at attracting and leveraging scarce resources to maintain arts education programs.

Community-based providers, also short on resources, reported that they often survived from grant to grant. Many realized that they needed dedicated fundraising operations to remain viable but often could not afford to hire experienced development staff or provide such staff with appropriate support.

In consequence, most organizations in our sites scrambled to attract resources. Respondents thought it important to seek resources early in an endeavor so that the organization could set realistic plans and have confidence in them. Within some sites, creative approaches to leveraging funds emerged. In Chicago, for example, 17 local foundations and individuals jointly funded half of the salary and benefits for the new Director, Office of Arts Education, for three years. The view of these foundations was that the district would not dedicate funding for a high-level arts education leader in the absence of this external support. In Los Angeles County, Arts for All created a pooled fund with contributions from ten to 15 organizations each year. Contributors make up a board that convenes quarterly to vote on how to spend the money; all contributors’ votes are equal regardless of amount contributed. These funders, who reported high levels of satisfaction with this arrangement, believed that their donations leveraged systemic change rather than merely supporting individual local arts education programs.
that might never wean themselves from outside funding. As a leader of this initiative reported:

No one has enough money to put arts education back in schools, so all of us have to be very strategic. The pooled fund helps us see how to aggregate resources but also provides an opportunity for all funders. We have to decide together about the highest priorities. We all make a contribution to the pooled fund but also are contributing to arts education in a different, more coordinated way.

Big Thought, in Dallas, had an experienced fundraising staff and had succeeded in raising both local and national dollars for arts education. Its early, local success brought national foundation interest; it then leveraged its national funding to obtain additional local funding. Receiving a large grant from The Wallace Foundation facilitated Big Thought’s ability to attract other funds and gain broad support from the business community, the school district, and the city administration.

The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, in Alameda County, had also been successful in attracting both local and national foundation dollars. Community-based providers active in this alliance were thrilled with their recent grant wins, which they attributed to having proposed them in partnership with local schools and other providers. These partnerships came about because of the schools’ and the providers’ association with the alliance.

In Los Angeles County, an external organization was providing seed funding to districts as an incentive to join the network and develop and implement arts education plans. Financial incentives can be powerful motivators for change, particularly for resource-strapped school districts. Although we did see evidence that schools accepted funding without fully committing to developing “high-quality” arts education programs, the coupling of financial incentives with matched funding had worked well in developing at least the initial buy-in.

**Hiring an Arts Education Coordinator Highly Placed Within the School District Administration**

Our sites either had an arts education coordinator position at the district level or were working to ensure there would be one. Positions had been established over the past ten years, the most recent being Chicago’s new Director, Office of Arts Education, which was filled in 2006. Some districts in the two California counties were still moving toward this goal. The two county sites expected districts to hire or appoint an arts coordinator if they wanted to become a partner district. The rationale behind establishing an arts coordination position is that district-level arts education officials can advocate for the arts and secure a place for them in the district’s core curriculum. A leader of Arts for All, in Los Angeles County, stated that
Revitalizing Arts Education Through Community-Wide Coordination

[the] arts will suffer if we simply hire an arts teacher out of the classroom on special assignment. The traditional model is to hire a teacher to do part-time coordination of the arts. I don’t think you can have someone with no status in schools recharge arts education. We need to engage at a higher level. I feel a great sense of urgency, fragility with this. . . . We have to make sure that the arts become embedded alongside other district priorities. Low-level arts coordinators have no clout, no rank; they’re locked out of key conversations and have low sophistication. Arts remain fragmented and isolated, at a lower level; . . . districts need a senior person. . . . We need that senior-level commitment. . . . It is very intimate, local, as to how to make that happen. It is about securing ownership, involvement, etc., of senior leadership, especially in secondary schools. . . . We want someone at a higher level doing integrated thinking.

District coordinators can also establish support infrastructure, such as dedicated budgets, curriculum frameworks, and professional development programs, that may lead to improved access for all students. In most of our sites, outside organizations—such as Arts for All, Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, and The Chicago Community Trust–led Funding Coalition—persuaded or provided incentives to districts to fill district management positions dedicated to the arts.

Building Individual and Organizational Capacity

All of the sites had engaged in the important strategy of building existing teacher, administrator, and artist capacity to improve access to arts education. Given that many principals and teachers did not experience arts education when they were students, it is important to train arts teachers, regular classroom teachers, and teaching artists to help ensure they understand the value of arts education and feel prepared to teach it. According to one leader of Arts for All:

Schools are afraid to teach the arts. Teachers are arts phobic. They’re afraid we want them to be the full-time music teacher. We can teach them music without them being an accomplished pianist. Dance teachers say they can’t dance; [but] if they get specific examples and coaching, they can do it. The teachers don’t have to dance anyway—the kids do. We can train a teacher to teach dance.

Several respondents told us that the high rates of turnover for administrators and teachers make this work ongoing.

Within each of the sites, different organizations offered professional development and technical assistance to schools to assist teachers in arts education provision and administrators in planning for, supporting, and providing leadership for arts education. Among those offering professional development and coaching were state and county agencies, local education agencies, and local community-based providers (such as CAPE and ArtsConnection). Many of these local community-based providers had professional development programs that engaged partner schools in improving not
only their arts education programs, but pedagogy in general, as well as school culture. Although many professional development experiences were being offered through one-on-one partnerships, schools were given opportunities to come together in institute settings or district meetings to share best practices and lessons learned.

There were also opportunities for artists and arts organizations to participate in professional development. In Los Angeles County, Arts for All hosted annual sessions for local artists, training them to develop lesson plans that aligned with California’s state standards and were developmentally appropriate for various age groups. These artists also learned to provide technical assistance to teachers in classrooms. In Alameda County, Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership also provided training opportunities for artists. In Dallas, community-based providers were given the opportunity to evaluate lesson plans developed by peer arts organizations in conjunction with schools as part of a regular, ongoing, lesson-plan scoring system used to qualify programs for ArtsPartner funding. This process facilitates learning about other providers’ curricula.

Finally, efforts were being made in Alameda County to increase the number of new teachers entering the field with arts education training. The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership was building a relationship with a consortium of six universities in the region (the Arts Education Initiative, funded by The Ford Foundation) to improve pre-service teacher preparation and create a pipeline of new teachers prepared to teach in and through the arts.

Advocating

Many of our interviewees stressed that arts education needs constant advocacy. Key decisionmakers (superintendents, principals, OST coordinators, and funders) often need to be convinced of the value of the arts. Even in states mandating specified time for arts education, schools admitted to being out of compliance because of competing priorities. Mandates that are unfunded and lack accountability mechanisms are often rendered meaningless by other, strict accountability mechanisms. Hence, interviewees thought there was an ongoing need for advocacy at the local level.

Advocacy may affect access to arts education both directly and indirectly: directly, by generating changes to policies and funding; and indirectly, by spurring students, parents, teachers, principals, and others to request it of their community leaders. For example, representatives from the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership argue that quality exhibitions and performances of arts learning fuel advocacy initiatives. The alliance hosts a countywide showcase of student learning in and through the arts that has two aims: to communicate the value of arts learning for equitable education outcomes and to generate new parent and educator advocates for access to arts learning for every child in every school every day.

Note that although the strategy of advocacy was implemented in our sites as one of the first steps in establishing coordinated efforts, it is an ongoing strategy, necessary throughout the life of efforts to improve access to arts education.
Interviewees in four of the sites discussed their strategies for advocating for arts education. The leaders of coordinated efforts in two of the sites told us that they rely on formal advocacy organizations for most of this work. Arts for All had recently contracted with an advocacy organization called Arts Los Angeles. The foundation community in Chicago was working very closely with the Illinois Arts Alliance to advocate for the arts and arts education in the state legislature. In two other sites, the leaders of the regional coordination efforts were also the primary advocates. Members of both the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership and Big Thought were conducting sophisticated advocacy campaigns targeting local and state policymakers.

The primary focus of these advocacy campaigns differed by site. Arts for All had engaged Arts Los Angeles to track local school district elections. This organization was to determine who was running for the school board in each of the 80 local districts and identify those candidates willing to promote arts education once elected.

In both Chicago and Alameda County, advocacy efforts mainly focused on increasing state funding for arts education. The Illinois Arts Alliance and the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership claimed partial credit for their respective states’ recent provision of additional funding for arts education. A representative from the Illinois Arts Alliance described advocating for arts education funding as easier than advocating for other arts funding; she attributed the relative ease to the fact that many state representatives, having engaged in arts learning in their youth, are concerned about its decline in the schools.

The Alameda County alliance considered advocacy to be a daily core activity. Members trained students, parents, teachers, principals, and district administrators in messaging for the arts and advocacy in general. In line with their own definition of quality arts learning, they were attempting to improve individuals’ advocacy skills, motivation to advocate, and, in particular, alertness to potential advocacy “moments.”

In Dallas, Big Thought spent its time advocating not only with leaders of local and state organizations, but also with their “deputies”—those next in line for positions of power. Big Thought leaders argued that going one or two steps down in each organization is useful for ensuring that tomorrow’s leaders are today’s arts education supporters. They had also begun working with parents and communities to better understand their needs and to encourage them to advocate on behalf of arts education.

Note that although we have described these advocacy efforts as discrete events centered within regions, cross-over advocacy does occur. In partnership with the California Alliance for Arts Education, Alameda County’s Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership has collaborated with Los Angeles County’s Arts for All and other such county organizations throughout the state to advocate for arts education across the state.
Progress on Access

In Dallas, after ten years of coordinated efforts, all elementary-level students had the opportunity for arts learning experiences, and there were plans to hire 140 new arts specialists for the elementary level. In Alameda County, after eight years of coordinated work, over 70 percent of the county’s school districts were involved in the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, either developing or implementing a plan to serve all students in their district. In Los Angeles County, after five years of coordination, 19 school districts were being served under the old model, and nine had signed up for one of the three new models. One-third of the districts in Los Angeles County were thus participating in Arts for All, which means they were either developing or implementing a plan to provide arts learning experiences to all students in their districts. We assume that in each of these California counties, many more children now have access to arts education than was the case before the Alliance for Arts Leadership and Arts for All were launched. Respondents in Boston claimed that the coordinated efforts in that city caused the number of OST slots for children to double over the previous several years, but these slots were not all for arts learning.

Despite access to arts learning experiences having increased and/or being on the increase in most of our sites at the time of our study, many children in these sites were yet to be served. There is no universal yardstick by which to objectively judge whether progress made in each site exceeded or fell short of expectations. However, we can say that universal access for all students in a given region, be it a city or a county, remained an unrealized goal for the sites studied. Site representatives stressed that they did not expect to achieve access for all without more years of work.

Even in the sites that were making strides in improving arts education access, arts education in the form of sequential stand-alone arts courses that are accessed by all students was rare in the schools. Of course, not all sites want these types of classes. The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, in Alameda County, prioritizes arts integration experiences for students. Big Thought, in Dallas, also orchestrates arts integration experiences, although it supports the development of sequential stand-alone courses, too. In Los Angeles County, school districts choose how they want to implement arts education programs. However, Arts for All coaches reported that most district plans prioritize arts integration because the schools lack the time and space needed for sequential stand-alone arts courses. Leaders of Arts for All concurred that “the how” of implementing sequential arts learning experiences in schools is much more difficult than convincing district leaders of the value of providing an arts education. One leader of this initiative commented as follows:

We don’t need more “why arts are important” videos. People in LA County value the arts and are interested in having the arts in schools. . . . We’re at the “how.”

2 The different models are discussed in Chapter Three in the section on Los Angeles County.
People are willing, but there are all the constraints, issues, and challenges. We in the field tend to get mushy when asked “how,” and we instead start talking about “why.” We need to be very specific about how to offer [the arts] when you have limited resources—not, here is how Einstein or Yo-Yo Ma thinks arts are important. The answer about the importance of the arts is not one research study away. We lack clear implementation strategies.

The district arts education leaders in both New York City and Chicago hope to develop sequential stand-alone arts courses through their systems. We did not, however, see or hear detailed plans indicating how this goal would be attained for all K–12 students.

**Strategies to Improve Quality**

Our impression from our case studies is that arts education leaders in each site are emphasizing access over quality. However, no individual or organization argued for greater access to “low-quality” programming. Indeed, various strategies have been employed to ensure or improve the quality of arts education provision in the sites.

We describe here the seven most commonly used strategies for improving the quality of arts learning experiences:

1. strategic planning
2. requiring alignment with state standards
3. developing curriculum supports
4. building individual and organizational capacity
5. qualifying providers
6. coordinating peer review, ranking, and modeling
7. assessing student learning.

**Strategic Planning**

Strategic planning can help improve both access and quality. In some cases, strategic plans not only specify which students will be served when, but how programs will be evaluated and improved. In Alameda County, for example, the district-level plans submitted to the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership as part of the MAP process must include strategies for assessing quality.

---

3 Two of these, strategic planning and capacity building, are strategies for improving access to arts learning experiences as well, as described earlier in this chapter.
Requiring Alignment with State Standards

Each of our sites was subject to arts education standards set by the state. These standards describe the content that should be covered in each grade level for the four common arts disciplines: music, dance, theater, and visual arts. The development of these standards has been applauded as an important step in defining a quality arts learning experience and providing concrete guidance to schools on arts program implementation. All of our sites made use of these standards to varying degrees.

The sites that relied heavily on external community-based providers—Alameda County, Los Angeles County, and Dallas—had mechanisms in place to ensure that programs were aligned with the standards. Arts for All, in Los Angeles County, offered annual training for community-based providers on how to align their programs with the standards. Providers applying to work with schools in these three sites were required to demonstrate how their programs met at least some of the standards. The programs were not expected to implement all of the standards, however.

School districts in our sites had policies requiring that teachers’ curricula also align with the standards. The New York City Office of Arts and Special Projects took the standards a step further by developing the Blueprint curriculum guides. Teachers were expected to adhere to the Blueprints in their classrooms. In Dallas, we observed classrooms in which the state standards were up on the walls, and teachers described how they worked with them when designing lesson plans. Boston Public Schools had both state and local standards, and teachers received support from the district office to help them meet those standards. OST program providers in Boston were discussing the issue of state standards but at that time did not make use of them.

Developing Curriculum Supports

Teachers often desire supports that go beyond standards, such as curriculum frameworks and sample lesson plans. Several of our sites had developed such supports. New York City’s Office of Arts and Special Projects had its Blueprints, which provide curricular guidance in the four arts disciplines. Interviewees in other sites referenced the Blueprints as models for curriculum support for teachers and external community-based providers. The Executive Director for the Fine Arts in the Dallas Independent School District reported that he and his team had expanded on the Dallas state standards by adding specificity, coherence, and rigor. This district had a curriculum writing process in which the state standards were built upon by creating curriculum planning guides describing how the particular knowledge or skill was to be taught, resources for instruction, assessments, and enrichment activities.

Arts for All staff members had developed an interactive Web site as another mechanism to promote quality through curriculum supports (Los Angeles County Arts Commission, 2008). This Web site, vetted by a panel of experts, was providing teachers and administrators with one-stop shopping for arts education programs that meet the California state content standards for visual and performing arts. It also offered
models of arts education curriculum, policies, plans, and budgets; arts coordinator job
descriptions; and survey, assessment, and strategic planning tools. In addition, there
was a forum for sharing best practices and posing questions to the field.

Building Individual and Organizational Capacity
The building of classroom teacher, administrator, and artist capacity was described
above as a strategy for improving access. It is also a strategy for improving quality.
Interviewees reported that because the pipeline for certified arts specialists has deterio-
rated in many states, it is important to train teachers and artists to provide high-quality
arts learning experiences. Training and support might be provided by district officials,
such as the regional arts supervisors in the old New York City model, or by exter-
nal providers working in concert with districts and schools. For example, in Dallas,
ArtsPartners staff worked with teachers at each grade level in each elementary school
twice a year, reviewing and discussing lesson plans.

Similarly, district and school administrators, as well as community-based provid-
ers, need support for their development and implementation of arts education plans. In
Los Angeles County, Arts for All trained coaches to work with districts and schools,
thereby ensuring a standard of quality for the coaches and jump-starting a cascading
training process. The Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership did the same in Alameda
County. And Arts for All’s professional development program had trained about 400
local arts administrators and artists in dance, theater, music, and visual arts to incor-
porate the arts in the core curricula of school districts. In these programs, participants
learned the fundamentals of child development, explored effective teaching and assess-
ment strategies and varied learning styles, developed lesson plans and classroom man-
agement techniques, and learned to incorporate the arts within a variety of curriculum
and interdisciplinary models.4

Qualifying Providers
In all of our sites, organizations external to the school district provided arts learning
experiences in school and OST. Many of our interviewees thought that some of these
cultural organizations and community-based providers did not always provide quality
learning experiences. Their opinion was that these organizations survived because par-
ents, teachers, and school administrators lack the knowledge and ability to distinguish
between high- and low-quality learning experiences.

Some sites attempted to qualify community-based providers using both formal
and informal qualification strategies. For example, Arts for All, in Los Angeles County,
was building a sophisticated system for qualifying providers. Interested providers had
to apply to be part of the Arts for All list and had to describe how their learning expe-

4 The Los Angeles County Arts Commission provides descriptions of programs being offered (Los Angeles
County Arts Commission, undated-b).
riences aligned with state standards. Applicants submitted streaming video of their arts learning experiences. Districts and schools then selected providers from those that passed this screening. In Dallas, providers become qualified to receive ArtsPartners (and therefore district) funding by demonstrating that their programs aligned with the Texas state arts education standards. Once in the system, providers’ lesson plans were scored by a panel of school and peer reviewers. During this process, teachers learned more about curriculum and became more discerning about providers. Interviewees in Dallas reported that some external providers had, in fact, lost their contracts with schools as a result of this review and learning process. This ability to consider and measure providers side by side might not have emerged had ArtsPartners not made the effort to coordinate multiple organizations within one citywide arts education system.

Informally, the Alameda County Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership continued to refer the same set of external community-based providers to schools. The alliance refused to fund school and district arts education plans in cases where it doubted that the external partner would deliver a high-quality arts learning experience to students. The after-school office within the Chicago Public Schools was developing a list of providers, although it stopped short of claiming they were “qualified.” In Boston, the mayor’s office was vetting OST providers, and the Director of Arts Education had used a panel to help in this process. New York City had two lists of approved vendors for these types of services, one for in-school and one for OST programs.

**Coordinating Peer Review, Ranking, and Modeling**

Another strategy employed by our sites to improve quality was peer review, ranking, and modeling. Because quality criteria can be difficult to articulate and measure, peer review and interaction offer an alternative, effective approach. As one leader of the Arts for All movement in Los Angeles argued:

> It is difficult to describe in words what quality arts education is. People know quality when they see it. We try to expose principals to quality experiences so that they can get it. We’re working on bringing board members out into schools too. Then light bulbs start going off; we’re seeing it happen. We’re creating more of those moments for superintendents/teachers to see it happen in a school like theirs. Not through a fancy speech in an auditorium. Peer-to-peer advocacy is the most effective strategy for spreading arts education. Superintendents are watching what other superintendents do. It spreads by word of mouth; it’s peer to peer in terms of how it works. There are meetings on the calendar for this. We are also trying to piggyback on existing association conferences and meetings.

The process used by Dallas’s ArtsPartners for colleagues to rank and discuss each other’s lesson plans is an example of this strategy. In Alameda County, the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership hosts summer institutes at which teachers and community-based providers share best practices. These institutes have become so pop-
ular that districts have vied to host them on their own campuses. An interviewee on the executive committee of Arts for All, in Los Angeles County, reported that he had fruitlessly argued the benefits of arts education with skeptics until he was blue in the face, but that these same skeptics became converts after observing high-quality arts education experiences in neighboring districts.

**Assessing Student Learning**

In all of our sites, individual teachers and program providers were assessing student learning through tests, portfolios, and performances. Boston Public Schools, with a grant from the Massachusetts Cultural Council, was developing voluntary arts assessments for each grade level and piloting them in a handful of schools. However, few sites were assessing student learning at the district (or community) level or even using course- or school-level assessment results for purposes other than providing grades in arts courses.

**Tensions and Limitations Inherent in Strategies**

The strategies used by the six sites to improve both access and quality are subject to their own tensions and limitations. This is not to say that these strategies are somehow wrong or will fail to achieve their goals, but, rather, that organizations implementing them should be aware of specific aspects of these strategies that could hamper progress or lead to unintended consequences.

**High Standards Versus Highly Constrained Realities**

Two of the six coordination efforts (Chicago and New York) were heavily focused on implementing in-school sequential, standards-based, stand-alone arts courses, and this goal was proving somewhat elusive. Several interviewees stressed that their state standards were overly ambitious and ultimately unattainable. The lack of time, space, and other resources within schools sounds like a well-worn and perhaps trite excuse, but it constitutes a real obstacle for arts educators. Although Los Angeles County’s Arts for All hopes to encourage districts to provide at least some stand-alone arts courses, coaches reported that time and space limitations have almost always dictated that the arts be integrated into existing subjects. An Arts for All executive proclaimed that the “why” of establishing additional arts learning experiences is easy, but lamented frequently getting hung up on the “who, where, and how.” Leaders of coordinated efforts in five sites were giving higher priority to in-school rather than OST arts learning opportunities. They defended this strategy by explaining that only a minority of students engaged in OST activities and not all of these activities were arts-learning related. However, all of the sites were having trouble fitting arts learning experiences into the school day. The OST providers we interviewed were frustrated by the lack of
attention paid to the time available after school. They argued that more students could be attracted to arts learning experiences in OST through coordinated advocacy, funding, marketing to families, etc.

Capacity Lower Than Anticipated
Most sites viewed building individual teacher, artist, and principal capacity as one of their most important strategies. It can lead to further peer modeling and training and can help ensure that arts education remains in schools if community support dwindles and in communities if school supporters turn over. However, providers of capacity-building experiences were learning that turnovers occur all too frequently and that even those supporters that stay in place need more support than had been envisioned. Los Angeles County’s Arts for All, which had developed a model with two years of support, had many districts pleading to keep their coaches on after the two years. Some stand-alone providers, such as the Center for Community Partnerships in Chicago, had worked in the same schools for five to ten years. Given the lack of exposure to the arts in schools and of arts training in colleges of education, it is no surprise that administrators and teachers need support to provide arts education. Whether there are enough artists and arts educator coaches to provide this support is unknown, and the answer will vary according to the specifics of the local context. In most sites, the interviewees believed that the supply and quality of local artist educators were sufficient for current demand. But they were less certain about whether supply could meet plans for expansion. For example, respondents in Alameda County doubted the ability of external providers to expand much beyond the current levels of service.

Summary
We have now explored the strategies used in our six sites to build access to and improve the quality of arts learning experiences. Despite significant differences in the sites’ approaches, eight strategies emerged as important in increasing access across the sites: auditing the state of arts education, setting a goal of access for all, strategic planning, constructing a case for why the arts matter, attracting and leveraging resources, hiring an arts education coordinator highly placed within the school district administration, building individual and organizational capacity, and engaging in advocacy. To improve quality, seven strategies were used across the sites: strategic planning; requiring alignment with state standards; developing curriculum supports; building individual and organizational capacity; qualifying providers; coordinating peer review, ranking, and modeling; assessing student learning. Examples of how the sites went about implementing these strategies were given. Communities interested in improving the quality of their arts learning experiences can review these approaches with an eye toward identifying those that fit their particular circumstances.
Chapter Four synthesized the strategies employed across the six study-case sites to improve both access to and quality of arts learning experiences for children. In this chapter, we consider the extent to which coordination of efforts accelerated and/or improved the effectiveness of these strategies in the six sites. We start by discussing coordination as an enabler of improved access and quality; we then turn to the conditions that fostered coordination and impeded it in our sites. We also provide observations about both the advantages and the drawbacks of participating in coordination efforts.

Coordination as an Enabler of Improved Access and Quality

Of the eight strategies adopted to improve access, three—conducting audits, setting a goal of access for all, and hiring an arts education coordinator highly placed within the school district administration—were in some cases adopted in the absence of coordination across organizations. However, any organization that sets a goal of serving all children (rather than just students in public schools) must involve different types of organizations in planning to achieve that goal. Another strategy—strategic planning—can be pursued without coordination but may be more likely to happen if an organization external to the district provides incentives. The other four strategies—constructing a case, building capacity, advocating, and attracting and leveraging resources—appear to be more successful when multiple organizations are coordinated within a region.

Because many schools and districts are isolated from one another, the strategy that seems to be the most bolstered by coordination among organizations outside the district is capacity building. Prior to these efforts, professional development opportunities were prevalent across our sites but not ubiquitous; and not all schools and districts were served by professional development providers in the arts, either through choice or because of ignorance about options. In addition, many members of district and school staffs had not been exposed to arts education when they were students and had not been trained to provide it as professionals. Therefore, any artist or teacher seeking pro-
fessional development on his or her own was less likely to select appropriate providers and programs than an artist or teacher working within a network of people and organizations focused on identifying and supporting high-quality professional development opportunities. This strategy is facilitated by the existence of high-quality community-based providers within the relevant region, a condition met in each of our sites.

Based on our observations, strategies to improve quality seem to be strengthened by coordination. Strategies such as aligning provision with standards, developing curriculum supports, assessing student learning, qualifying providers, and strategic planning—all of these can be adopted by individual provider organizations. However, they all require knowledge and skills that not every provider possesses. Coordination among multiple organizations has the potential to overcome the knowledge and skill gaps that exist in any single provider organization, be it a school or non-school provider.

We found that coordination across organizations did lead to improved access to arts learning experiences, as well as other benefits, in some sites. However, we cannot say whether the coordinated efforts improved the quality of arts learning experiences. To date, there is little evidence that groups working together in a coordinated effort to improve access to arts learning have affected the quality of arts learning experiences, although there is evidence of strategies intending to improve quality.

**Conditions That Foster Coordination**

We found that the efforts of our six sites to coordinate across groups of providers and influencers prospered under specific conditions. What appear to foster coordination in the early stages are the convening of key stakeholders, effective leadership, and seed funding devoted specifically to coordination. In later stages, coordination is fostered through convening and joint planning, sustained funding, and evaluation, feedback, and improvement.

**Convening of Key Stakeholders**

In many of our sites, interviewees described early efforts to convene key stakeholders to discuss options for improving access to arts learning experiences. Conveners in these communities were usually one individual or organization, such as the County Arts Commission in Los Angeles County and the County Office of Education in Alameda County. The discussions were formal, planned public forums in some sites (e.g., Los Angeles County) and more-occasional meetings in others. Interviewees credited these early discussions with broadening support for arts education in the local community, overcoming ideological differences, laying groundwork for subsequent infrastructure for the coordination initiatives, and identifying local leadership talent.
Effective Leadership

Different studies note the importance of leadership in developing coordinated efforts to improve the provision of social services or education (e.g., Bodilly et al., 2004; Dhuly, 1990; Keith, 1993; Stone, 1998; Tushnet, 1993; Mattessich and Monsey, 1992). We found that effective leaders share certain characteristics: They are capable, have an inclusive style, and are stable over time. In several cases, the leadership talent to manage and expand a collaborative effort grew over time as leaders became more experienced. In addition, collaborative leaders that came from outside the district were more effective at leading multi-organizational cooperative efforts than were leaders from inside the district (although Chicago’s efforts in this regard are quite nascent).

**Capable.** In all of our study sites, at least one leader of the coordination efforts was recognized for his or her ability to offer legitimate leadership to the effort. Such leaders have legitimate convening power, stemming either from a professional title (as in Alameda County, where the leader works out of the Alameda County Office of Education) or from personal dedication and reputation (as in Chicago, where one leader of the early coordination efforts was on sabbatical from previous high-level positions). Based on their recognized knowledge and talents, these leaders are able to draw attention to the cause and recruit other individuals to commit to attending meetings and joining the coordination efforts. Most started as recognized authorities in either the arts or education, although some are best known for funding the arts or arts education.

**Inclusive in style.** A leader with an inclusive, non-pejorative style allows multiple organizations and individuals with differing views to feel welcome in the collaboration and to participate in finding creative ways to serve children in the community. In thinking about advice for other communities, one participant in the Los Angeles County initiative noted the following qualities as those of a good leader: “nimble,” “fluid,” and able to “seize moments,” “understand diversity of those involved,” and “be a learner as well as a leader.” In several sites, but particularly in Alameda and Los Angeles counties and Dallas, interviewees felt that key leaders had non-judgmental, inclusive styles that not only welcomed other stakeholders to the table, but deliberately recruited them. These leaders were unifiers. By moving away from advocacy for a specific pedagogy, curriculum, or type of instructor, some were able to unite varied groups by their shared focus on aiding children and reducing social injustice. These leaders helped construct messages that gained widespread support and did not fall prey to arcane rivalries of the past. For example, leaders of Arts for All reported the following discussion on arts integration versus stand-alone arts courses:

> We debated [the issue] at great length during a planning process. [We were] split equally: 50/50. We tried to resolve it and come to a clear recommendation; but in the process, we realized that if [we were] that evenly split, we needed both. It was up to the district to decide; [there] wasn’t a right or wrong answer. Elementary tended to be more integrated, but it was up to middle and high schools for arts
specialists to become more integrated. This was really a key moment when we said, “Okay, we need both. And that’s okay! I can accept that.” So everyone stopped fighting.

We note here that these leaders did not claim to have come to the job fully prepared with these sets of skills and talents. Several noted that they grew into the job as successes and failures honed their skills and abilities through sometimes difficult lessons learned.

**Stable, dedicated to a long battle.** Our interviewees stressed that leaders of coordination efforts must be stable, dedicated, and somewhat immune to setbacks. All pointed out that this work is never “done” and that advocating for arts education is an ongoing task. One interviewee even went so far as to say that leading efforts to advance arts education takes a special kind of person, one who is accustomed to being the underdog and fighting ongoing battles for recognition and legitimacy. Leaders of the coordination efforts in Dallas and in Los Angeles and Alameda counties were often described in these terms. These leaders frequently referred to their work as being on a ten- to 20-year timeline, or even as “endless.” They articulated a deeply felt conviction that arts education would always need advocates and that their job would never be done. In addition, the cases showed the importance of stability over time in leading these efforts. The early turnover in Boston is an example of how an effort can founder when the leader leaves. The Dallas and Alameda sites are good examples of what can be accomplished when leaders remain in place over longer periods.

**External to the school district.** Some of our interviewees argued that school districts’ central offices cannot effectively lead collaborative efforts and that leaders external to the district are thus essential. The central school system has strong incentives to focus on certain activities, particularly the improvement of mathematics and reading test scores, at the expense of other activities. There is growing evidence that this is indeed the case (Hamilton et al., 2007). McMurrer (2007) found that of 350 districts surveyed, 44 percent reported increasing the time spent on mathematics and reading by cutting an average of about 30 minutes per day from science, social studies, art, music, physical education, and recess. Furthermore, school district personnel are paid not to build external partnerships, but to ensure the functioning of the schools by hiring teachers, developing standards, and overseeing curriculum and instruction. District leaders of arts initiatives in our sample—in Boston, Chicago, and New York City—did just that.

Therefore, many took the view that there is much to be gained from leaders and other advocates for arts education being outside the district’s central office structure. Only in this way could the full set of assets available in these arts-rich cities be brought to bear. Three of our case studies—Alameda County, Los Angeles County, and Dallas—show that leadership residing outside a central school district office was adept at involving multiple partners and influencers. Similarly, it was local foundations that
Spurred efforts in Chicago to hire a Director, Office of Arts Education, and in New York City to develop a plan for improving access. Our sample is, of course, too small for our findings to be conclusive, but they indicate that where leadership sits can be very important to whether a multi-organization collaboration emerges and whether that collaboration engages the assets available throughout the community.

**Seed Funding for Coordination**

Consistent with the three bodies of literature reviewed, all of the sites—even those whose efforts seemed to be emergent or even dissipating—noted that funds dedicated to coordination were crucial to getting these community-wide efforts off the ground. Leaders need to be compensated even if their salary is guaranteed for only a short period, and there must be funding for convening partners, conducting audits, analyzing the resultant data, and establishing strategic plans.

For our sites, initial seed funding came from different sources. In Dallas, the city and district each contributed $50,000 to found ArtsPartners. In Los Angeles County, Boston, Chicago, and New York City, foundations and other donors were key in supporting early efforts.

Coordination efforts in all of the sites were sparked by the receipt of funds dedicated to staff time and to coordinated activity planning. Whatever the need (for example, a staff position in the Alameda County Office of Education, or audits and a person dedicated to mapping the arts education networks in Boston), each community’s efforts prospered when dedicated funds were available for coordination. Observers in these sites reported that funding for staff to enable coordination was a precious resource.

**Convening and Joint Planning**

In all of our sites, leaders with seed funding typically began by convening individuals and organizations for discussion, visioning, and planning sessions. In Los Angeles and Alameda counties and Dallas, these multiple group conversations allowed the leaders to tap others for the more-formal alliances and advisory groups. Leaders emerged from these informal conversations. Well-recognized structures then developed, enabling individuals to associate themselves via membership in an identifiable group having a mission, goals, and a set of strategies.

A grant award was often needed to get these activities off the ground (in New York City, for instance). According to our interviewees and the literature (Stone, 1998), the power to convene diverse groups and unite them in a joint planning effort is strongly correlated with leadership style and leaders’ legitimacy as neutral advocates for improved access and quality rather than specific interventions.

**Sustained Funding**

The literature we reviewed notes that sustained funding is necessary for initiatives such as the coordinated efforts of our study. In all of the sites, sustained funding was needed
to support the strategies and their implementation, as well as to provide incentives for schools and districts to join local initiatives and implement arts education programming. Then there are the efforts’ leaders and staff members, all of whose salaries must be paid. Ideally, funds are also spent to evaluate the efforts, reflect on evaluation findings, and make concomitant improvements. Strategies for leveraging funding for this work are also essential. Funding in support of core coordination activities over and above the important work of developing and providing the programming in schools is an essential part of these community-wide efforts.

**Evaluation, Feedback, and Improvement**

A final fostering condition appears to be the inclusion of mechanisms for evaluation, feedback, and improvement to ensure that coordinated efforts are advancing toward established goals. Leaders in several sites clearly showed that they appreciate the value of these activities (and can put them in motion) for the coordination process and procedures, as well as their effects on arts education access and quality. Each site has taken some steps in the direction of evaluation and reflection. Leaders of Arts for All, in Los Angeles County, are in the process of making mid-course adjustments to better serve districts receiving new state funding for arts education. These leaders also monitor benchmarks for successful implementation of their Blueprints. Leaders of the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership, in Alameda County, have hired an external evaluator to focus on the functioning of the alliance itself. In Dallas, Big Thought hired external evaluators to examine the effects of arts education on several student outcomes.

**Conditions That Impede Coordination**

Respondents who described their work in the coordination efforts in such terms as “never-ending” may be right. The histories of these sites provide evidence that arts education remains at best a stepchild in the curriculum and sometimes requires extraordinary efforts just to be kept in the family. Arts education will not achieve its full potential under conditions of fiscal constraint or social and economic inequities. Our interviewees pointed out many challenges to establishing coordinated efforts to improve access to arts learning experiences.

**Changing Policy Contexts**

Changing policy contexts emerged as a big challenge to coordination efforts. All of the organizations leading these efforts exist within larger, state and local policy contexts. In New York City, the shift toward site-based management within the district necessitated a change in the course of coordination efforts there, which were to have been led

---

1 Bodilly et al., 2004, presents similar findings.
by the central school district office. The enduring under-funding and reduced school hours in Chicago stand as testaments to the hostile infrastructure in which the arts seek to survive and thrive. The efforts in Dallas and the two California sites have been buoyed by the recent fiscal halcyon days. Similarly, the OST providers in Boston have benefited from significant fundraising. However, these beneficial supports can vanish with a change in administration. At the school level, they can be reversed by something as simple as a new principal who is not convinced that the arts are of benefit to students. Interviewees in Dallas and in Alameda and Los Angeles counties also stressed that new funding can bring its own challenges.

Conflict Among Providers and Ideas
Coordination efforts can be inhibited not just by the broader policy context, but also by philosophical and personality differences among organizational leaders. We learned of animosity between and within groups in every site. In some of the sites, the animosity stemmed from differing views about integration versus discipline-based approaches for arts education. Conflict based on this disagreement seemed to be the strongest in sites whose broad coordination efforts were the least advanced. As described above, leaders who can get beyond philosophical differences and achieve inclusion of different types of groups may be the most successful in advancing coordination. Expanding the school day or the resources for education as a whole may be one way to reduce the competition of ideas in some sites. When resources are in short supply, animosities and competition can increase.

Turnover in Leadership
Whereas lack of specific leadership talents has kept coordination efforts in some sites from prospering as expected, staff changes in key partner organizations and organizational changes in general have, according to respondents, posed ongoing challenges for coordination efforts. Careful agreements and deep understandings can be whisked away when key people move on. For those efforts that rely on supportive mayors to sustain them, such as the one in Boston, election of a new mayor may mean change, sometimes the disastrous kind. Looking forward, we expect that it will be challenging to maintain momentum in these local initiatives when their leaders leave. Given the extent to which the leaders of these efforts, particularly in Dallas and Los Angeles and Alameda counties, are recognized, respected, and deeply identified with the coordination efforts, they may be difficult to replace. The strategy in Los Angeles County to lead the initiative by committee may prove effective in that if one committee member turns over, the rest remain, not only to carry on the work, but also to assure funders and other stakeholders of continuity.
Advantages of Participating in Coordination Efforts

We found that coordination efforts offer some advantages to those who participate. Participants noted five in particular:

- **Some district and school officials reported that they appreciated the personal support gained by participating in coordinated efforts in their regions.** As discussed in Chapter Three, many districts throughout the United States have few arts teachers and administrators. Our interviewees reported feeling isolated as a supporter of arts education and unsure of how to access support for their own ideas and the generation of new ideas. For these individuals, broad coordination has provided much-appreciated support and guidance.

- **Some community-based providers and cultural organizations reported that their grant funding increased when they developed partnerships with districts and schools.** Given that many community-based providers are struggling to maintain their operations, expanded opportunities that lead to additional funding can ensure ongoing viability for some.

- **Funders reported satisfaction with their participation in system-building activities.** Funders in Los Angeles County explained that they would rather support Arts for All, in the hope that systemic change will result, than fund the same local schools individually each year to support arts programs likely to benefit only a few students. The members of the funding coalition led by The Chicago Community Trust are similarly hopeful that their support for the new Director, Office of Arts Education, will lead to systemic change.

- **Across the more coordinated sites, conversations about arts education are engaging diverse stakeholder groups—including small business owners, city council members, college officials, local foundation leaders, officials from city departments of parks and recreation, and corporate executives—and have led to additional funding, training programs, OST opportunities, and public support.**

- **Individuals leading coordination efforts reported being hopeful that their efforts will lead to systemic change, are proud of their accomplishments to date, and enjoy the work.** One leader of Los Angeles County’s Arts for All reported that her involvement in this effort has been “the most rewarding aspect of my career.” According to another leader, “It’s been one of the most rewarding journeys I’ve been on. It’s been difficult and challenging, but phenomenally rewarding.” We do, of course, realize that enjoying one’s work as a leader does not mean the work will have an impact; but satisfied leaders are likely to continue their work, thereby providing sustained leadership for these efforts. Several of the leaders in our sites have been promoting arts education for their entire careers and have been in the same leadership position for six to ten years.
**Drawbacks of Participating in Coordination Efforts**

We specifically asked our interviewees about the downside of participating in broad collaboration efforts. Although they did report drawbacks, they also reported that these were outweighed by the advantages. Similar to the findings of Bodilly et al.’s 2004 study of collaborative efforts to improve education, the drawbacks reported were as follows:

- time spent attending what seemed like endless meetings
- threats to funding of the individual organization posed by funding for the collaboration
- likelihood that some organizations were left out of the collaboration because of personal or political reasons
- artificial buy-in from schools and districts that are simply chasing incentive funding.

Some of the respondents also mentioned a related item: the difficulty of discussing arts education in groups consisting of members of diverse organizations, many of whom are unfamiliar with the particular lingo.

**Summary**

We identified certain conditions that foster coordination. To begin with, the most important conditions are effective leadership and seed funding. In sites where these two conditions were met, providers and influencers were able to have the conversations needed to propel the efforts forward, resulting in formal structures of leadership and advisory groups. Continued funding of these structures is another condition that must be met, as is that of evaluation, feedback, and improvement.

Unfortunately, the two sparking conditions, effective leadership and seed funding, may be hard to find in the sites that would like to achieve more-effective and more-efficient coordination across providers and influencers. The specific styles and attributes of the effective leaders in several of our sites appear to be particularly non-replicable, lending some credence to the argument that successful community efforts are unique to themselves. However, seed funding, if it can be found, might help identify or develop such leaders. Other conditions that foster coordination should be easier for sites to adopt—for example, convening and joint planning, and evaluation, feedback, and improvement.

For most of our respondents, broad coordination of individuals and organizations across regions to increase access for children to arts learning experiences appears
to be beneficial, which is an encouraging message for other communities. However, an important condition that impedes coordination efforts—shifts in the policy context that slow or derail cooperative efforts—comes into play everywhere. In consequence, long-term coordination efforts may be a necessity as long as the prevailing education context devalues arts learning compared with other forms of learning.
In this chapter, we gather and present our findings and offer guidance, in the form of recommendations, for communities attempting to improve access to quality arts learning experiences for children. We end the chapter with an important message about the power, and the fragility, of coordinated efforts aimed at improving access to high-quality arts education.

Findings

Ecology of Local Arts Education

In conducting this work, we learned that the arts education ecology comprises multiple providers of and influencers of arts education. Some of these advocate for specific approaches to arts learning and its provision (which leads to entrenched disagreements); others search for commonalities. In general, we found the arts education field to have a rich, multifaceted view of arts education’s goals and of what “quality” provision implies. Moreover, our investigation confirmed the view that the arts struggle to keep a foothold in the urban school curriculum because of such factors as lack of space in the schools and lack of time in the school day, as well as the greater value being placed on other subjects. The state arts education standards are indeed significant steps forward in providing arts education guidance to practitioners, but they have not been met in the sites we investigated. Both our study and recent surveys attest to the fact that access to arts learning experiences in public schools appears to be uneven and idiosyncratic.

Through interviews of experts, literature reviews, and case studies, we uncovered four groups of arts education providers, some relatively new and some more mature: schools, cultural organizations, community-based providers, and OST providers. Much of the literature on arts education and most of the reforms have focused on schools, but fiscal crises and community reactions over the past few decades have led to a more complex arts education ecology, one in which many non-school entities have launched and refined their own provision of arts learning experiences. All four provider groups are influenced by an array of arts education policies and practices—from higher
education institutions, city and state governments, school districts, and philanthropic interests—that are diffuse and often weak because the needed resources are lacking. In short, the system of arts education provision that has evolved is highly complex and as yet has been unable to reverse the dismantling of arts learning in the nation’s urban public schools.

Coordinated Community Approaches to Improving Access

In each of the six sites, many types of providers offer arts learning experiences for children both in and outside of school on an independent basis. Our focus was specifically on initiatives to coordinate multiple organizations in pursuit of improved arts learning, however, so we acknowledge these other types of efforts but note that we did not address or consider them in our investigation.

We identified four different patterns of coordination across providers and groups in the six case studies, each influenced by local context and history. The Alameda County and Los Angeles County efforts primarily focused on in-school provision but sought to work closely with non-school providers. These efforts were guided by county-level agencies. Boston’s effort focused on coordination among OST providers and was led by newly formed community-based organizations and the mayor’s office. Arts learning in this case was not central to the coordination efforts except as supported by a handful of foundations and, very recently, a small office within the broader mayor’s office. Chicago and New York City’s efforts focused on in-school, stand-alone, sequenced courses and entailed only modest coordination across providers and influencers. Dallas’s effort focused on both in-school and OST delivery through stand-alone courses and integrated curriculum. Its efforts were broad, involving all types of providers throughout the community.

The motivations for establishing the coordinated efforts varied but often stemmed from leaders’ long-standing, deep dissatisfaction with the lack of systemic access to arts learning experiences in their communities. These leaders came to believe that the best way to improve access to arts education was to join forces. By bringing together multiple organizations, all with the goal of improving access to high-quality arts learning experiences, it would be possible to compete against the political and structural focus on subjects other than the arts, to better leverage resources, and to overcome inequities in provision within the community.

Strategies Used to Improve Access and Quality

The sites used a multitude of strategies to promote access: conducting audits of arts education, setting a goal of access for all, strategic planning, constructing a case, attracting and leveraging resources, hiring an arts education coordinator highly placed within the school district administration, building individual and organizational capacity, and advocating. Sites also used strategies to improve quality: strategic planning; requiring alignment with state standards; developing curriculum supports; building individual
and organizational capacity; qualifying providers; coordinating peer review, ranking, and modeling; and assessing student learning. Some of these strategies, such as building individual capacity, advocating, attracting and leveraging resources, qualifying providers, and coordinating peer review activities, are more likely to flourish when organizations work in coordination with each other using the assets and expertise across the community to improve. Other strategies, however, appear to be useful regardless of whether organizations work together.

**Strategies to Spark and Sustain Coordination**

Case histories have demonstrated that effective leadership is necessary for coordination efforts to progress. In several of our case studies that saw considerable progress, leaders showed an inclusive style, supporting multiple approaches to pedagogy and achieving the involvement of multiple and diverse groups. In two cases, efforts involving primarily school districts ignored the possibly important contributions of the community’s large and healthy sector of non-school providers. Early seed funding specifically for the coordination function proved crucial to coordination. This seed funding allowed sites to develop coordinating bodies and pay for positions for those (especially leaders) who could convene the different groups or perform community audits to understand the extent of current provision and identify significant gaps. Moreover, dialog among those convened could lead to formal structures for collaboration and further joint planning.

**Challenges to Coordinated Efforts**

The greatest challenge to the coordinated efforts in the sites was rapid shifts in policy. The New York City case is a clear example of how a shift in policy, this one by the New York City Department of Education’s chancellor, can impact efforts at collaboration around arts education. Changes in leadership and inconsistent support over the long term can also have deleterious effects that slow efforts; what happened to the early efforts in Boston is an example of this issue.

Other challenges are less obvious or are so obvious that they are easily overlooked. For example, because leaders of the coordinated efforts we studied tended to target the most willing districts and schools by encouraging schools to respond to incentives, there have not yet been concerted efforts to convert the uninterested. This is particularly problematic where site-based management exists, because in this case the district-level levers for change are less influential. Where site-based management is in force, principals will have to be persuaded of the value of arts education one by one—a challenging task mainly because of the time involved and the frequency of principal turnover.

The lack of time, space, and other resources within schools and OST programs may seem like a well-worn and perhaps trite excuse for children’s lack of access to arts education, but these barriers are a real and constant obstacle. They impede the goal at many sites of providing in-school access (especially to sequential stand-alone courses)
and increasing access to OST activities. What is often overlooked is that this lack of time, space, and other resources for arts education is the result of policy, which can be changed. Obviously, the Dallas and the Los Angeles and Alameda county cases stand as examples of how local policy can be changed to bring more resources to arts programs.

Other challenges have only recently become evident. Some argue, for instance, that arts education is important in the schools because the arts help improve student learning in other subjects, as measured on test scores. This argument could backfire if expected improvements do not occur. While we hope this does not happen, it might be prudent to stress the association of arts learning with important intrinsic and youth development benefits that the growing collaborative efforts could measure and document, rather than to rest one’s case solely on the benefits of the arts to learning in other subjects.

Finally, providers of capacity-building experiences in the arts education field have begun to learn that staff turnovers occur all too frequently and that even staff members who stay need more support than was envisioned. Thus, as these efforts become more successful, they face more, rather than fewer, demands for resources—especially for people and expertise, which are the more difficult resources to develop in the short run.

**Guidance for Practitioners**

The confines of our study limited us to capturing the efforts of only six sites, all urban, at a single point in time, which means our findings may not be easily transferred to other communities. With this caveat, we offer what we see as the most useful insights for other communities to consider. Those wishing to extract potential lessons should view these recommendations in light of their own situations.

**Recommendations for Improving Coordination and Access to Quality Arts Learning Experiences**

Some of the factors that foster coordination may be difficult to replicate in other sites. This is especially true of effective leadership, which is an important fostering factor. However, seed funding, accompanied by sustained interest by foundations or community leaders, could bring forth the capable, inclusive in style, and stable leaders needed. Several of the collaborative leaders we interviewed noted how their skills and expertise developed over time and with support. Seed funding and some initial collaborative talent can be mutually reinforcing factors that support leadership development.

The case-study sites differed enough from each other to demonstrate that coordination efforts sprout and develop according to a community’s specific circumstances, including its available funding and leadership assets. The fact that a county arts com-
mission took the lead in one of our sites while a county office of education did so in another suggests that more than one approach can bear fruit. Although our interviewees noted the importance of position-based legitimacy for leaders of coordination efforts, most communities have multiple organizations that could lead coordination efforts. Where to start such an effort depends partly on where the willing and capable leaders reside. In many of our sites, leaders felt somewhat reluctant in the early years of the local initiative; they questioned whether broad coordination efforts were truly a legitimate role for them and their organizations. But their dedication and commitment to improving access to arts education for children outweighed their reservations.

These cases also provide specific examples of strategies that could be used to improve both access to and quality of arts education, not least of which is the use of initial audits or maps of the current state of arts learning provision. Using these data to establish a jointly agreed-upon goal of access for all may be a key strategy. Achieving access for all is more likely when multiple organizations set this goal and work together to obtain it. Our interviewees reported that prior to the collective efforts, they had hoped that access for all would occur naturally through advocacy campaigns and increased funding of community-based providers. They then realized that these strategies were limited and that a more promising approach was to set clear goals of access for all and develop strategic plans for achieving those goals. The Dallas site was the most successful in using coordinated effort to create synergy between the school sector and non-school providers to improve access to arts learning activities. It was also the site with the longest-running history of coordination.

Many sites deliberately combined several strategies, especially in their attempts to improve access. Alameda and Los Angeles counties and Dallas, for example, conducted audits, set a goal of access for all, developed strategic plans, made a case for arts education, and advocated for the arts. According to our respondents, these activities complement each other well and are more powerful in combination than in isolation. The sites that implemented combined strategies were also fairly successful in attracting resources.

The importance of individual capacity and talent and of concrete policy and practical supports also showed in our case studies. In the arts education field, with its "missing generation" of citizens who were not exposed to arts education as students or in their professional lives, the task of developing individual capacity appears to be crucial. Thus, individuals and organizations in our sites focused on providing professional development, building networks, strengthening leaders, developing advocacy strategies, and the like. As with education in general (McDonnell and Elmore, 1987; McLoughlin, 1990; Fullan, 1999), improving access and instruction is as heavily intertwined with human resource and community-building efforts and embedding capacity and advocacy in people as it is with developing standards and curriculum and building structures such as transportation to programs. Programs can be cut in times of fiscal
crisis, but people with the right talents, skills, and interests can sustain efforts through difficult times. Arts teachers who are laid off in funding crises can resurface within community-based providers, or as general education teachers, or as citizen advocates pressing for the renewal of arts education. Community leaders should give careful consideration to the need to develop resilient and sustainable practices, ones that are ultimately embedded in the changed values and improved skills of advocates, educators, and education leaders.

Because individuals with talents in arts and education can be found both in and outside of school, it seems appropriate and important to recognize the assets that exist across the community. If, as our study indicates, arts education’s standing is relatively weak in relation to that of other disciplines, those most interested in promoting arts education need as many as possible of these assets at their disposal to move forward against the tide of competing interests. Fragmentation of the arts education field into separate and often vying groups based on pedagogy and curriculum or excessive focus on one class of provider to the exclusion of others seems ill advised in a sector that is weak compared with its competitors for time and space in the lives of children. Philanthropies, community leaders, and the leaders of provider organizations would do well to minimize the vocal differences among these groups and maximize the united front needed to successfully promote arts education. Indeed, many of our interviewees stressed the need to replace the divisive arguments over arts integration versus discipline-based stand-alone arts courses with the acknowledgment that both are needed. A unified front would knock down one major obstacle and form a combined voice for tackling those remaining, such as test-based accountability’s focus on non-arts subjects and limited time in the school day.

By calling for reconciliation, we are not implying a need for uniformity. The differences represent important aspects of the ecology that must be considered. Leaders of coordinated efforts could provide a valuable service to their communities by carefully thinking about and then clearly articulating what they mean by access and how they want to measure it, and then mapping goals for improved access. Careful thought must also be given to what is meant by quality of provision and how to assess quality, something that was just beginning to take place in the sites we studied.

Finally, district, school, and community leaders need specific guidance on how to offer arts education given limited resources. Currently, the field as a whole lacks clear strategies for implementing high-quality programming for all children.

**Recommendations for Monitoring Progress**

Communities that set out to develop coordinated efforts aimed at improving children’s access to quality arts learning experiences will want to measure their progress. Based on the findings of our study, the following indicators of progress may be useful for the task:
conclusionstomutualgoal—toimprovingaccess,quality,orboth
leadershipthatbridgesdivides
distributedleadership;stabilitythroughchangesinleadership
sharedinformationaboutthefield,activities,bestpractices,etc.
jointlydevelopedandimplementedpolicies,structures,andactivities
pooledresources
positivepolicyandfundingtrends
developmentoffeedbackloopsandconcomitantimprovements.

Communities attempting to improve access to and the quality of children’s arts learning experiences through coordinated efforts will also want to measure whether they are achieving these outcomes for children. Our sites measured access in different ways: number of students enrolling in arts education courses, ratio of arts specialists to students, number of youth served in OST programs, number of districts and schools developing and implementing arts education plans, etc. But no site measured access longitudinally across all providers to get a true sense of the level of access across a site or the progress made over time.

Our sites’ attempts to measure the quality of arts learning experiences were far fewer. Leaders of the Office of Arts and Special Projects in New York City hoped to begin evaluating the quality of programs in the city’s public school system in the future. Leaders of other efforts had implemented several strategies to improve quality, such as establishing the expectation and understanding that districts will develop their own evaluation mechanisms and will be held accountable for their progress.

The current and ongoing work of Harvard’s Project Zero on the qualities of quality suggests that provision of quality arts experiences has several layers to it: Certain actors are responsible for ensuring that the conditions for quality exist, while the core of the experience is the engagement of the child and teacher (be it an artist or an arts specialist). Therefore, evaluations could be multilayered as well, determining that the conditions are available for a high-quality learning experience and then focusing on the quality of that experience itself.

**A Sometimes Powerful, but Also Fragile Approach**

According to our study, cities and counties in which there are efforts to coordinate providers and influencers in order to improve access to arts education appear to be making headway against the long-standing devaluing of arts education in the public schools. In all cases, however, we found these efforts to be fragile, vulnerable not only to policy and political changes, but also to blows such as test-based assessments of non-arts subjects.

---

1 Project Zero reports are available (as of September 9, 2007) at its Web site: http://www.pz.harvard.edu.
and the related lack of time and space in the school day for other than tested subjects. The so-called missing generation of teachers and school leaders who have not been exposed to arts education, either as students or as professionals, adds to the fragility. Current efforts are resulting in improved access to arts learning experiences primarily in the schools and sometimes in communities. We do not know whether these experiences are of high quality, however. As discussed throughout this report, the meaning of “quality programming” and the definition of its manifestation differ from provider organization to provider organization, and sometimes from person to person, making consensus on a shared goal of quality more difficult to achieve initially than consensus on a shared goal of access. The fact that the sites we studied are using strategies to improve quality is promising, but the fruits of these efforts have not yet been systematically evaluated.

More than anything else, our analysis emphasizes the existence of a rich, complex, and yet delicate ecology in these communities, where shifting policy and enthusiasm are the norm. Those working to improve access to arts learning experiences must navigate churning waters. But in at least several cases, coordination efforts have produced a powerful vehicle for change, a vehicle missing in other communities. Unfortunately, a coordination effort that is poorly situated within the community, narrow in its recognition of assets or partners, or planted within an organization subject to overnight policy shifts can be quite fragile. Insights from our study should give some hope to those engaged in the work of elevating the stature of arts education. It is best that they take nothing for granted and remain guardedly optimistic that their efforts, if well planned and executed, will eventually give more children opportunities to engage in high-quality arts learning experiences.
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